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[SENATE.]

33d CONGRESS,
lst Sessum.

REP,

CoM,

No. 64.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES.
JANUARY

MR,

24, 1854.-0rdered to be printed.

BRIGHT

made the following

REPORT.
[To accompany bill S. 10.]

The Committee on Pinance, to whom was referred Bul No. IO, "to provide for
the surrender of certain bonds of the State of Indiana,'' s1tbmit the following
report:
This bill provides that "the bonds of the State of Indiana, now held
by the United States, shall be cancelled and returned to said State as
folly liquidated by the heads of the departments, who have them in
charge, and a full and final release be given of all interest that has
accrued thereon, on the passage of an act, by the legislature of said
State, accepting the same as in foll and entire satisfaction of all claims
against the United States for the expense of constructing roads through
and in said State," &c.
The committee are in favor of the passage of this bill, with one amend:nent, striking it out from the enacting clause, and inserting the followmg:

" That the heads of the departments, who have them in charge, be,
and they are hereby, authorized to surrender to the State of Indiana,
the bonds of the said State, held by the United States, (not including
bank bonds,) and to receive in lieu there-o f the new certificates of stock
to be issued under and by virtue of an act of the legislature of the
State of Indiana, to provide for the funded debt of said State, and approved the twenty-seventh day of January, eighteen hundred and fortyse.ven ; the said bonds to be exchanged for the said certificates of stock :
Provided, That the -nevv certificates of stock, to be received in exchange for said bonds so surrendered, shall be held by the said heads
of departments, on the same account and in the same manner, and for
the same purposes, as the said Indiana bonds are now held."
Appended is the Report of the Committee on Finance, (marked A,]
on this same subject, at the session of 1847-'48, which will be found
in the reports of the Senate, at the 1st session of the 30th Congress, No.
86. A bill had been referred to that committee, and a report was
made, substantially, in favor of the amendment now proposed.
This report contains a statement of the public debt of Indiana, a~1d
the acts of her legislature, providing for an arrangement thereof with
her creditors, and other matters necessary to a full understandi:°g o( the
subject. In that arrangement it will be seen that the State o! Indi~a
surrendered to her creditors the Wabash and Erie canal, with all 1!5
resources, including lands, water-power, &c., for one-half of her public
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debt, with an agreement, on the part of the bondholders, that the canal
.should b e completed to Evansville on the Ohio river- to be managed
by three .trustees, two on the part of the bondholders, and one on the
part of the State; The old bonds of the State were to be taken up
and new bonds were to be issued-and on one half of the amount the
rev~nues of the State were to be applied for the punctual paym~nt of
the mter~st, semi-annually, in the city of New York, and the ultunate
redemption of the principal; and for the other half canal bonds were to
be issued, having for their basis the Wabash and Erie canal, now ~ y
,completed, and uniting the waters of Lake Erie with those of the Ohio
river, at the city of Evansville on said river.
This is the longest line of canal in the United States, and has been
,completed by the bondholders according to agreement. The fu~t
boats passed throuo-h the line of the canal early in the last fall, and_ it
will b e ready for the ensuing spring and summer navigation the entire
length.
·
The State h'.1s punctually paid the interest on the bo:1ds, thrown U£0~
the revenue, smce the arrangement was made, and will every ens?111
year be m?re able to do so. The improvements of the State, as we~
as population! are yearly increasing, and by _the_ sale of other public
works a considerable amount, in bonds, constituting a part of the pub!i~ debt, has already been paid. A law has also been enacted autho~izmg the Treasurer of State to appropriate any unexpe1:ded balance m
!he treasury, not otherwise appropr1ated, to the redempt10n of outS tandmg bonds, and the people are beginning to look anxiously to the day
when the public debt of Indiana shall be fully discharged.
~nder the arrangement with her creditors most of. the holders .0
Indiana State bonds have come forward and taken ad vantage of 115
provision~; b1:1t comparatively few of the orig1nal bonds of ~he State
are now m existence, and these 1t is understood, are mostly in a c?n·
~ition, in Europe, not to be rea~hed, their ownership being in litigauon
m the chancery c?urts, or they are held by infant heirs.
.
.~ .
~Jnder the~e cucumstances the question now to be asked is thi ·
Will the ~mted States be equally liberal to Indiana-a co~~one1:1t
part of this republic- with her other bondholders, mostly livmg m
Europe?
.
At the session of Conaress of 1847-'48 before alluded to, a bill
s~mila~ to the present, as ~mended, passed the Senate after mature dehberatwn-recommended by the Committee on Finance- and tber,e
seems to be no_ good reason why this bill, as proposed to be amendect .
. .
. houlcl n?t agam pass.
The~ bill a· originally introduced and r ferred, in" the opinion of tllli
.o~mitt , 8: k too much. If Indiana has any claims in regard
:~ads and bnclg .' th y .·hould be presented in another fo~m,_ as lbey
c1r: not n c · anly conn cted with this ubject. But belie mg that
t b1.~ gov<'r~mcnt ·an w 11 afford to d al with indiana a liberally as her
T di r: m
uror , W P ·omm nd the pa sage of the bill, with
amc·ndm ·nt her w1th ·ubmitt cl.
ThP followin(J' ·xtract · from th r port of th Tr asur r of tate? ~
· .ntly ma t th g v rnor of Inclinna, will show th pr nt condi
of th· tr · ury, and th abili y of th i 'tat t me t her ngag ment.::

!
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ef the receipts and expenditures during the fiscal year,
from November l, 1852, to October 31, 1853 . .

A general statement

Total receipts into the treasury from all sources during
the year ........... _____ ..... _ ... _ ... _.. ~ . . . $1,620,943 74
402,719 48
Add balance on hand, November 1, 1852 .. _. _.....
Grand total. ... _ ... _ . ___ . __ . . .
Total amount of warrants paid at the treasury during
the fiscal year .... _......... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,023,663 22
1,509,305 32

Balance on hand November l, 1853 .... __ ... _... _.

514,357 90

The recapitulation of tbe receipts and disbursements of the general
fond, and of each of the separate funds belonging to or held in trust by
the State, shows the following :
RECEIPTS.

On
On
On
On
On
On
On

account of the general fund .. _.......... - .. - ..
account oflibrary foncl. _... __ . _ .. _.. - - . - . - . - .
account of university fund. _. ____ ... __ ....... account of common school fund. _ ........... - ..
account of swamp land fund ....... ___ ... - ... account of State debt sinking fund ........ - ... - account of Wabash and Erie canal .. _. ___ .. ___ _

$616,492
66,605
19,008
13,594
210,359
34,409
660,473

29
50
79
07
67
43
99

Total receipts ...... _______ . __-_
Add balance on hand November 1, 1852 .. ___ . _. __ _

1,620,943 74
402,719 48

Grand total ......... _,.. __ .... .
account of the general fund. . . . .
$792,635 41
account of university fund ..... _ _
16,910 88
account of common-school fund. .
12,954 09
account of swamp land fund.....
27,257 53
account of State debt sinking fund
31,429 00
account of Wabash and Erie canal
628,118 41

2,023,663 22

On
On
On
On
On
On

1,509,305 _32
Balance as before stated ........................ - -

514,357 00

The interest upon the State debt due last July was promptly paid;
the interest falling due on the 1st of January next, amounting to $153,000,
will be paid without a resort to loans for that purpose.
Every county treasurer in the State has paid into the State treasury
the full amount of State revenue collected for 1853; and nearly all have
made settlement of delinquent revenue for 1852.
It will be seen by reference to receipts of general fund, that near!Y
$30,000 of delinquent revenue for 1852 have been collected and pru.d
into the treasury.
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APPENDIX A.
IN SENATE, MARCH 14, ]848.
Mr. CLAYTON made the following

REPORT.
[To accompany Bill S. 68.]

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred bill No. 68, authorizing
the Secretary ef War to surrender certain bonds ef the State of Indiana,
(held by the United States,) to the "agent ef State, for said State of Ir.diana,'' submitted the following report:
This bill directs the Secretary of War to surrender to the agent of
State, of the State of Indiana, any and all bonds of said State, held by
the United States in trust or otherwise, and to receive in exchange for
the same the new stocks proposed to be issued under the act of said
State, entitled "An act to provide for the completion of the Wabash
and Eria canal to Evansville," approved January 19, 1846, and an act
supplementary thereto, approved January 27, 1847. The committee
hereto annex a statement of these bonds, as furnished from the Comptroller's office, (marked A,) from which it appears that the amount of
principal and interest due on the bon<ls, held by the Secretary of the
Treasury and the Secretary of War, issued by the State of Indiana, was,
on the 31st of December last, the aggregate sum of three hundred and
twenty-six thousand five hundred and forty-nine dollais and fifty-three
cents.
Of this amount the Secretary of the Treasury holds bonds in tru~t
on account of the Chickasaw Indians, the principal of which is two
hundred and two thousand dollars, and the Secretary of War hold:
other bonds in tru t "on account of certain Indian tribes," the principal of which amounts to the sum of seventy thousand dollars.
A portion of these bonds, called "the State bank loan, redeemable_
in 1856," is said to be secured by the State bank fund of the State of
In?-1-ana. T~is portion amounts to sixty-one thousand doµars, an~ on
this sum the mterest has been regularly paid. On nearly all the residue
of these Indiana bonds no interest has been paid since the 1st of July.
1842. All this will mor fully appear by reference to the statement of
th Comptroller.
~
The_com~ttee aLo ubmit with their report full copies of the two
acts of ~cliana, r £ rr d to in the bill, marked C, with which they have
tJ en form h d by Jame Collen , tate agent, appended to which i.. t
full tatem nt f th Indiana tate debt.
F:om thi it app. ar that _t~ debt of the State of Indiana, principal
and mtere t, exclu 1v f original bank bonds is stated to be $15,271.
250. _Beside . this am?unt, th re are $1,390,000 of original bank bon ",
on which the mter t 1 r gularly paid by the bank. The statement
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thus furnished by the State agent shows that the debt of the State of
Indiana, exclusive of the bank bonds, is composed of the following
items:
1. Public Debt.

State bonds, outstanding principal. _........ "'. ........ $11,068,000
Interest due on same, from 1st of January, 1841, to 1st
of January, 1847 ______ . _... ___ . __ ..............
3,326,940
14,394,940

2. Domestic Debt.
Six per cent. treasury notes, outstanding principal $342,845
Interest due on the same. _____ . . . . .. . . . . . . . 110,000
Five per cent. treasury notes outstanding. . . . . 349,965
Interest due on the same. _...... ___ . _ . . . . .
73,500
876,310
15,271,250

It appears by the first section of the act of the State of Indiana,
passed on the 19th of January, 1846, that no provision was intended to
be made for the surrender of the '' bonds issued under the original bank
charter," and therefore these bonds are expressly excepted from the
operation of the act.
On these bonds, on which the interest has been regularly paid, no
sacrifice has been required from other creditors, and therefore, as the
Secretary of the Treasury holds bonds of that description, to the
amount of sixty-one thousand dollars, in trust for the Chickasaw Inclians, the committee submit to the Senate that it is proper to amend the
bill which directs the surrender of "any and all bonds of said State of
Indiana, held by the United States in trust or otherwise," by excepting
the bank bonds from the operation of the proposed law.
Deducting this sum of sixty-one thousand dollars, there will still
remain two hundred and sixty-five thousand five hundred and fortynine dollars and fifty-three cents, the principal and interest on the 31st
of D ecember last, of Indiana bonds (other than her bank bonds) held
by the United States in trust for the Indians, to be exchanged for the
stocks provided for by the laws of Indiana, referred to in the bill. The
public debt of the State is, by the terms of these acts adjusting it, to
be equally divided between the State and the Wabash and Erie canal,
and stood thus on the 1st of January, 1847, which will appear from the
statement to which we have before referred.
1. State stock, ¼ principal, bearing interest 4 per cent.
till 1853, and thereafter 5 per cent. till redeemed .. __ . $1,534,000
Half back interest to 1st of January, 1847 _____ . _____ .
1,663,470
Deficit 1 per cent. interest, up to January, 1853 (say). _.
322,040
Estimated public debt, 1st of January, 1853. _. ____ ..

7,519,510

====
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The principal bearing interest at 5 per cent., and the interest 2½ per
cent. from that date. Amount of annual interest to be paid by taxation,
from 1847 to 1853, say $231,360; and after that say $326,337.
2. Wabash and Erie canal stock, issued for ½ principal,
1st of January, 1847, bearing interest of 5 per cent.
from 1st of January, 1847 .... ____________ .. ___ . .. $5,534,000
Half back interest to 1st of January, 1847 ... _. _. . . . . . 1,663,470
1st of January, 1847, Wabash and Erie canal stock...

7,197,470

The revenues of the canal, after paying repairs and 6 per cent. interest on advances, are to be applied to the completion of the canal _to
Evansville, on the Ohio river. All back interest, and all arrears of mterest on canal stock, to be funded on the 1st of January, 1853, at 5
per cent.
·
The committee have no hesitation in recommending the passage of
the bill with the amendment they have proposed. On the 30th of ~ay,
1846, a committee, appointed by a large body of the holders of Indiana
bonds in Europe, COJnposed of N. M. Rothschild & Som;, Palmer, Mackillop, Dent & Co., Baring Brothers & Co., Frederich ~uth & ~o.,
Morrison, Sons & Co., Magniac, Jardine & Co., by certam resol_ut10ns
then adopted by them, "concurred in the principles laid down _m the
acts of the legislature of Indiana, for the adjustment of th~ public d~bt
of that State, by the payment of one moiety, of the principal and mterest by taxation, and the other moiety by the property and tolls of t~e
c_anal, from the State line adjoining Ohio to Evansville on the Ohio
nver; such property to be assigned to three trustees, and ~he State to
be freed from responsibility on that portion of the debt and mterest so to
be secured." They also appointed Mr. C. Butler to apply to the bo_ndholders of Indiana, resident in the United States, for their co-operatwn,
carrying out t~e arr~ngement upon these principles. , .
Accom:pany~ng this report is a copy of Mr. Butl~r s circular to_ the
holders of Indiana bonds in the United States, relative to the Indi~a
debt, dated New York, July 14, 1846, marked B, from which we think
it apparent that the proposed arrangement was the best that could ~ave
been adopted under the circumstances, for the benefit of the creditors.
By that arrangement, more than nine millions of the State debt has already been cancelled. Scientific men have given the opinion, that when
the c~al shall be completed to Evansville, on the Ohio river, the revenu~s ~ill be ample to meet the interest, and ultimately to redeem the
pnnc1pal of that half of the existing debt which is to be chargea~le
upon it. On the tate half of that debt interest is now regularly paid.
T~e committe , .in co~cluding this report, deem it proper to add,
tha~ m recor:nmending this arrangement with one of the State of t?e
Umon, making a nobl effort to save herself from the stain of repudiation, they ar. actu~t d by a till high r, and in their view, a more important cons1derat10n than th m re security of this portion of th public money.
ther er ditors may be expected to refuse their a ent to
the just terms propo ed by Indiana, (term the very best she i able to
offer to her creditor ,) if this g v mment hould refuse to co-operat
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with them in the arrangement of her debt; and the loss of that arrangement, deeply affecting, as it would, the public credit of one of the sovereign States of this Union, would be certainly felt as an iniury to all
the rest. Your committee therefore recommend the passage of the bill,
with the following amendments, viz :
After the words " Secretary of War," insert " and Secretary of the
Treasury."
After the word "otherwise," line seventh, insert " except the bonds
issued under the original bank charter, called bank bonds, redeemable
in 1856, amounting to sixty-one thousand dollars, held in trust by the
Secretary of the Treasury for the Chickasaw Indians."

A.
Statement showing the amount of bonds held in trust by the Secretary
Treasury, on account of the Chickasaw Indians, issued by the State
diana, with the amount of interest due thereon.

of the
of In-

Amount on Indiana bonds, State bank loan, redeemable in 1866, (bank fund pays this as it
falls due,)... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *$61,000
Amount of Indiana bonds, Indianapolis railroad, redeemable in 1857. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 141,000
To interest on $141,000 from 1st
July, 1842, to 31st December,
1842. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3,525 00
By cash on account of the same. . . 3,400 4 7
Leaving a balance due, and unpaid,
0£. - - . - -- - - - - - ... -- - .. - -. - - -

124 53
$124 53

To interest on $141,000 from 1st
January, 1843, to 1st December,
1847, 5 years ............... __ ...... _. . _ _ _

35,250 00

202,000

35,374 53

Statement showi,ng the amount of bonds held in trust by the Secretary of War,
on account of certain Indian tribes, issued by the State of Indiana, with
the amount of interest due thereon.

Amount of lndiana bonds, bearing interest
at the rate of 5 per cent.............. $68,000 00
Interest on the same from 1st July, 1842,
to 31st December, 1847, 5½ years......

$18,700 00

•The interest on the bonds redeemable in 1856 has been regularly paid.
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Amount of Indiana bonds, bearing interest
at the rate of 5 per cent .. ____ ____ ____
To interest on $3,000 of bonds held on the
31st December, 1843, from 1st July,
1843, to 31st December, 1843, 6 months
To interest on $2,000 of the above $3,000
from 1st January, 1844, to 31st December, 1847, 4 years .................. .

$2,000 00
$75 00
400 00
70,000 00

19,175 00

RECAPITULATION.

Bonds held in trust by the Secretary of the Treasury $202,000 00
Bonds held in trust by the Secretary of War ....... - .
70,000 00

Total_ _____. _. . . . . . . . . . - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - · -- - - - -

272,000 00

Interest due upon bonds helds by the Secretary of the
Treasury. ____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .. - - - - - - - - - - Interest due upon bonds held by the Secretary of War

$35,374 53
19,175 00
54,549 53

CoMPTROLLER's OFFICE, February, 1848.

R. COCKRAN.

B.
Circular to the holders of Indiana bonds in the United States, rel,ative to the
Indiana debt.
NEW YORK, July 14, 1846.
. Sm: Hav~ng acted in behalf of a large body of th~ hol~ers of Indiana bonds m Euro_pe, under the direction of a committee m Lond~n,
'Yhose names appear to the resolutions hereto appended, in a negouatlon with the State authorities for the payment of the bonds held by
t~e~, and a law having been passed by the legislature making .Pr~
v1s1on for .the payment of the public debt of the State, on the prmc1£les _therem expressed, and which has received the assent of the parties m London to whom it has been submitted, at their request I addres"
the holder of bond in th United I tates, and invite their co-operation.
in the teps nece ary to be tak n to secure the benefit of the law in
question.
The design of the law is to s cure the payment of the entire amount
of the principal and interest of the bonds of the State now outstanding.
This result is provided for the extent of one half, by means of revenue
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to be derived from taxation, and for the other half, by means of the
property and revenues of the Wabash and Erie canal, and :which ,are
to be vested in trust for that purpose. The law, as at first mtroduced
by the committee of the legislature, provided for the payment of two
and a half per cent. interest on the entire amount of principal of the
bonds from taxation, and the other half out of the revenues of the canal,
and the first section of the bill was framed with this view. In the
subsequent action upon it by the legislature, it was so amended as
to reserve to the State the right of dividing the principal of the debt,
and transferring one half of it also to the canal. It seems to be conceded that the debt will be adjusted agreeably to this provision of the
bill, and that the first issue of the new stock should be in conformity
with it, in order to simplify the plan, and avoid the unnecessary expense and inconvenience which would be involved in rendering it necessary to make two separate issues of stock materially different in
form. The London committee, in their resolutions, have recognized
~nd assented to this principle of the bill, and I have therefore assumed
1t as the basis of the present exposition.
1847.
January 1. Principal of debt. ...................... $11,090,000
Interest from 1st January, 1841, to 1st January, 1847, six years, at 5 per cent. is...
3,327,000
1st J anuary, 1847. Total debt to be provided for is
as follows :
On~ half_ of it is to be provided for by taxation, VIZ:
One half the principal. ..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . $5,545,000
1,663,500
One half the interest. ... _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14,417,000

$7,208,500
Separate certificates of stock will be issued for the principal and interest above stated.
Certificates given for the principal will bear interest at five per cent.
per annum, from and after 1st J anuary, 1847, of which four per cent.
per a~~um will be paid, up to 1st January, 1853, at which last dat~ the
remammg one per cent. will be funded in certificates, then to be given
for it, a?d thereafter full interest will be paid on the principal. Certifidates given for the back interest and for the deficiency of interest, will
bear interest at the rate of two and a half per cent. from and after 1st
J anuary, 1853.
T he other half is to be transferred.to, and charged upon the Wabash
and Erie canal, that is to say :
One half of principal ..... ___ . __ . __ ... __ . __ . . . . . . . . $5,545,000
One half of interest. . __ . _.... ______ . ___ .. _____ . __ . . 1,663,500
7,208,500

Separate certificates of canal stock will be issued for the principal
and interest above stated.
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The certificates for principal, bearing five per cent. interest, from and
after first January, 1847, and the certificates issued for the interest,
and denominated " special stock," to draw interest at the rate of five
per cent. from and after 1st January, 1853. Deficiencies of interest accruing between 1st January, 1847, and 1st January, 1853,
(in consequence of the revenues of the canal not being sufficient to
cover the full amount,) will be funded also at the latter date in stock,
bearing five per cent. interest.
For the payment of this .entire sum, ($7,208,500,) principal and
interest, the Wabash and Erie Canal, together with its lands and revenues, are ·to be vested in three trustees, two of whom are to be
appointed by the subscribers to the advance for completing the canal,
and one by the State. The majority of the trustees govern.
The Wabash and Erie canal extends from Toledo, at the head of
Lake Erie, in the State of Ohio, southwesterly, through the State of
Indiana, to Evansville, on the Ohio river, and will be (when finished
t~oughout its entire length) four hundred and fifty-eight and threeeights miles in length, of which eighty-four miles of the eastern end
are in the State of Ohio, and the residue, being three hundred and
seventy-four and three-eighths miles, is in the State of Indiana, and the
property of the State, to be vested as above.
It is now finished and in operatio'J'/, from Toledo to Covington, . in
Fountain county, Indiana, -two hundred and fifty-eight miles, of which
one hundred and seventy-four belong to the State of Indiana.
There remain two hundred miles to be finished from Covington to
Evansville, on the Ohio river, on which part about_ $1,200,00~ have
be~n expended by the State and considerable portions of which are
fin~s~ed. It will cost, according to the estimates made by Jessee L.
Williams, R. H. Fauntleroy and William J. Ball, engineers of established reputation, the further sum of $2,010,000, to finish the entire
canal.
To cover this amount, the State is to transfer to the trustees certain
lands and property which have been heretofore donated by Congress to
the Stat for that purpose, that is to say, nine hundred ~nd s~~hree thous~nd one ~undred and twenty-six acres of lan_d lymg adJOlilrng ~o, and m the neighborhood of the canal, and of which the largest
port10~ ?a been selected with the utmost pains, under the personal
superv1s10n of Governor Whitcomb. There is a balance due to the State
on ?ontracts for ~ands ~old east of Tippecanoe (and for the payment of
wh1~h th~ land itself _is held) outstanding to the amount of $244,?ll,
beanng six p r cent. mterest, and on which the purchasers are entitled
to a_further credit, if they desire it, of five years from 1847, on paying
the rntere t annually in advance.
Th valu . of th above property, viz., the lands and contract , i~
car fully
~rma_t d, at _t~1i tim , at $2,408,998. The completion of
the ~~al W1ll giv addit1?nal value to all the land remaining on hand·
and it 1 n
ary to fintSh th canal to make it fully availabl as a
source f r v n .
Ther ar two mod propo d to fini sh the canal. The fir t i by
cash means alon · Th
c nd by a cash advance equal to one-third
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or one-half the estimated cost, using the revenues of the canal and the
proceeds of the lands, or the lands themselves, for the balance. The
latter mode is proposed and expected to be adopted.
It is not doubted that contracts for the work may be made, payable
partly in cash and partly in land, at its fair appraised value. The
money to be advanced as the work progresses, and the land to be conveyed to the contractors when the work is finished. An experienced
and responsible contractor proposes to take the contract for the completion of the entire canal from Covington to Evansville, within the
four years limited by the act, at the estimated cost, with a cash advance of $600,000, to be paid one-third the first, one-third the second,
and one-sixth each of the last years; and to rely on the tolls of the
canal and the proceeds of the lands for the entire balance.
The canal is required to be finished within four years from the time
the act takes effect. The net revenues of the canal during the period
of five years, (1847 to 1851 inclusive,) amount to $933,700, as estimated by Messrs. Williams, Fauntleroy, and Ball, which, added to the
proposed cash advance, it is perceived will make about $1,733,000,
leaving about $510,000, (after paying the interest annually on the cash
advance, as provided for by the law, at six per cent.,) to be realized
from the lands, an'd the debts now due for land, during the period of
construction, in order to cover the whole cost.
For the cash advance, (including the revenues of the canal, annually
applied as above on the subscription,) the party is entitled to receive a
certificate of stock, bearing six per - cent. interest, payable half-yearly,
which interest is required to be first paid out of the revenues of the
canal, and the principal of the same out of the proceeds of the lands
and contracts ; and if there should be any balance remaining after
applying the lands and contracts, then it is to be paid out of the tolls
and revenues, so that the subscribers to the advance, in effect, hold a
lien upon the entire canal from the State line to the Ohio river, and all
its resources, for the repayment of the same, and which will have cost
$6,642,991 93, excepting that after 1st January, 1853, the interest in
full is to be first paid out of the tolls of the canal lying east of Lafayette, on the stock issued for the original Wabash and Erie canal
bonds.
In any mode to be adopted, it will be expected to ensure the payment of the interest on the certificates issued for the cash advances
reg_ularly every six months from the start, as the revenues of the canal
will enable the trustees to effect the same.
The subscription required by the act for the completion of the canal
(and which must be made and ten per cent. paid up before any part of
the act can take effect) is nominally $2,250,000, and it is required to be
made by the 1st of January, 1847. It is equal to about twenty per
cent. upon the principal of the entire amount of bonds outstanding.
The cash payment required on account of it, supposing that all should
s~bscribe, would, on the principal above stated, be equal to, say six to
eight ;per cent. upon the principal of the bonds. This amount is liable
to be mcreased by the omission on the part of bondholders to subscribe,
If the act takes effect by the filling up of the subscription, the bond-
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holders will then receive from the State 2 per cent. per annum on the
entire principal of their bonds, or 4 per cent. on one-half, to be paid by
taxation, commencing the half yearly payments on the 1st July, 1847,
up to January, 1853, and thereafter two and a half per cent. on the
whole, or 5 per cent. on half, besides the annual dividends from the
revenues of the ·canal as above stated.
The revenues of the canal, by the terms of the law, (from and after
the 1st January, 1847,) are to be applied-first, to the payment of the
interest on the money advanced to finish it; second, to the payment (as
far as they will go) of the interest falling due after January, 1847, upon
the bonds held by the subscribers to the advance; third, to the payment in full of the back interest charged upon the canal, accruing prior
to 1st January, 1847, and for which the parties hold "special stock,"
with 5 per cent. interest the:i:,eon, as above specified, first paying the
special stock held by the subscribers. ,
Transferable certificates of stock (similar in form to New York and
Ohio stock) will be issued to holders, in place of the present bonds and
coupons, which are required to be surrendered. Transfers are to be
made in the city of New York, at which place the principal and interest
will be made payable. Interest in all cases is to be paid half yearly.
It is perceived that the back interest and deficiences of interest on the
• State's half of the principal is to be funded in stock, bearing two and
a half per cent. interestjrom and after 1st January, 1853. .
.
The reduced rate at which this portion of the arrears of mterest is to
be funded was found to be indispensable, in order to bring the amount
of interest to be paid annually on the public debt, from and after J~uary, 1853 1 within the ability and resources of the State. To provide
f?r the liabilities of the State upon this basis, a revenue bil~ was
simultaneously passed, fixing the State tax at two and a half mills on
the dollar, (or twenty-five cents on the hundred dollars,) besides a poll
tax of seventy-five cents. The mill tax is calculated to operate upon
a fair and actual valuation of the entire property of the State, r~al and
personal, and the entire proceeds will be required, together with the
proceeds of the poll tax, to enable the State to meet its obligations according to the provisions of the bill, as above set forth. The State
expenses are restricted, for a period of fifteen yea.rs, (up to 1860 inclusive,) to a very small annual sum.
The tax required to provide for the first semi-annual payment (1st
July, 1847) is now being assessed, and will be collected the ensuing
fall and winter. If from any cause there should be a deficiency in the
current revenues of the Stata, whereby they should at any time be unable to meet the interest (4 per cent.) between January, 1847, and
anuary, l_ 53, such deficiency is provided to be paid at the latter date,
m ca h, :17ith 6 p r cent. interest added, from the time it should have
be n aicl.
'uch c ntingency, it is believed, could only happen
fro~ on. or twc cau , viz: first, from an unexpecteJ and unequal redu t10n _m th. a
~ val'u. of property in some counties of the tate
and which rmght r qmre 1 g1 lative action to correct it· or second, from
th un xpe t d pay~ nt, in any one year, of a large~ portion of _the
rev nue m tat cnp n w out tand.ing than is estimated by the Auditor

!
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of State, in which event the deficiency would fall upon and be made up
by the revenues of the succeeding years.
The amount of State scrip outstanding, and receivable on the face
of it for taxes, and for which no other provision is r,nade or can he made
for its paymeut, is $638,435, which is expected to be absorbed entirezy
out of State revenues, between 1847 and 1853, and allowance for
which had to be made, and therefore the , State could only provide
during that period for the payment of 4 per cent. interest on the onehalf, as above.
It is proper to add, that if the subscription be not made by the 1st
January, 1847, and 10 per cent. paid into the hands of the trustees,
the law will expire, and the bondholders vvill be left as if it had not
been passed, with the exception of the effect to be produced by the
rejection of the measure, which it is presumed the American bondholders will fully understand. I ca1mot urge upon you too stronglJ\ the
importance of aiding to fill up the subscription, and thereby encourage
and strengthen the State in her efforts to redeem her credit. If the
plan be adopted, it is confidently believed that the entire amount of
principal and interest of the bonds vvill be abundantly secured and
- ultimately paid.
I append hereto several tables illustrating the operatjon of the law,
if carried into effect.
Expecting to be absent from the country until about the first of October
next, the subscription will be opened under the direction of Messrs.
Winslow & Perkins, at their banking-house, No. 40 Wall street, and
application may be made to them, or to James G. King, esq., at the
office of Prime, Ward & King, for any further information which any
party may wish to obtain on the subject. Communications addressed
to me, at my office, will also receive attention.
CHARLES BUTLER,
No. 20 Nassa1l, street, New York.

Resolutions cf the London Committee.

1. That under the circumstances stated in the report of Mr. Charles
Butler, confirmed by a letter from his excellency James ,vhitcomb,
dated 5th February last, addressed to Mr. Palmer, it is the opinion of
the undersigned that it will be for the interest of the bondholders of the
State of Indiana to concur in the principle · laid down in the act of the
legislature, passed at Indianapolis, on the 19th January last, for thy
adjustment of the public debt of that State, by the payment of one
moiety of the principal and interest by taxation, and the 0ther moiety
by .the property .and tolls of ~he. canal, from the State line adjoining
Ohio, to Evansville on the Oh10 nver, such property to be assigned to
three trustees, and the State to be freed from responsibility on that
portion of the debt and interest so to be secured.
2. That Mr. C. Butler be requested to apply to the bondholders of
the State of Indiana, resident in the United States, for their co-operation
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with the bondholders in Europe, in carrying out the arrangement upon
the principle stated in the foregoing resolution.
N. M. ROTHSCHILD & SONS,
PALMER, MACKILLOP, DENT & CO.,
BARING BROTHERS & CO.,
FRED'K HUTH & CO.,
MORRISON, SONS & CO.,
MAGNIAC, JARDINE & CO.
LONDON, 30th May, 1846.

TABLES.
No. 1.
Net revenues of the canal, as estimated by Jesse L. Williams, R. H. Fauntle.
roy, and W. J. Ball, engineers, provided it is .finished.
1847......... .. • . . • • .. . . . • . $96,400 00
1848....................... 130,500 00
1849. . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • .. . . • • • 188,400 00
1850..... .. .. ... . . • • ... . . • • 222,200 00
1851. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . 286,200 00
1852..... •. . .... .. .. . . . • ... 315,000 00
1853.. . . • .. . • • • .. • • • . . . . . . . 344,000 00
1854....... .. .. .. . . . . . .. . • • *223,000 00

1855. • . • . .. . • . . • .. • . . . .. . .. $388,600 00
1856. . . . • ... . • • • • . . . . .. • . • . . 395,600 00
1857. .. .. . . .. • .. . .. . . . . . . . . 422,600 00
1858. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . 450,000 00
1859. • • • • .. . . • • . . . . . . . • • . .. 475,000 00
1860. .. .. . • • • . . .. .. . . • • . .. . 498,000 00
1861. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. • .. .. .. 519,000 00
1868........... •. • . .. • .. .. . 600,000 00

No. 2.
Interest from taxation, to be paid semi-annually, from and after lsi January, 1847.

·I

4 per cent ...................................... , ........... $221,800 00
1847 .....
1848 ..... . 4 .. . do..................................................... 221,800
1849 ...... ,
1850 ..... .
1851 .... ..
1852 ..... .
1853 ..... . 5 ... do ..... on principal, and 2~ per cent. on interest........... 327,155 00
1854 ..... .
1855 ..... .

oi

i:: :ii:::::::::::;;:::;;:::~:::;;;!!\::::-:;:·:·::: i:):: : : _: : it~~
t :t: ::::::::::::::·. ·.: :::::::: :::·.: ::::·. ·. ::::·:.: ::::::::: ;~~:m :

The int_erest money to be paid by taxation, annually, will cover the cash advance to be paid
by subscnbers. This is on the assumption that all should come in.

No. 3.
Statement howing the cost of finishing the canal, and the means requiredwhen and how derived and applied.
Nominal amount of subscription required by the act to be made before the 1st day of January ,
1847 . . . . . • . .. • . • • •. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .. . • . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2,250 000

•In consequence of rcsbuilding some structure this year.
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Estimated cost of finishing the canal. ............................. , ... • • • • • $2,010,000
Cash advance to be paid by subscribers ............................ $800,000
viz:
1846- '7. Cash 10 per cent., required by the law to be paid by the 1st
1847, on the nominal subscription ....•..............••.
Cash advanced.........................................
1848.
Cash advanced.........................................
1849.
Cash advanced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1850.

January,
$225,000
175,000
200,000
200,000

800,000

The net revenues of the canal, from year to year, for 1847, '48, '49, '50, and
'51, to be applied on the subscription, and which are estimated at, say..... .
The balance to be paid out of the proceeds of the sales of lands, and contracts,
and the land itself, say .................. ........................... • • • ·

700,000
510,000
2,010,000

1847.

Revenues of canal, .............. ............. , ..
Less interest one year on new loan of $225,000, six
per cent .................... _.................. .

$96,400
13,500
$82 , 900

1848.

Revenues of canal. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 130,500
Less interest one year on new loan of $400 , 000
Less interest on the net proceeds of t.he
canal, 1847.... .... . .. . .. .. . .... ..
82,900

1849.

Revenues of canal............................... 188,400
Less interest one year on new loan of 600,000
Less interest on net proceeds of canal,
184,426
1847 and '48... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .

6 per cent. on

482,900

28,974
101,526

6 per cen t on
1850.

784 , 426

47,065
141 , 335

Revenues of canal.. .............................. 232,200
800 , 000
Less interest one year on new loan......
Less interest on ~t proceeds of canal,
325,761
1847, '48, and '49:...................
6 per cent. on 1,125, 761

67,545
164,655

1851.

Revenues of canal.......................... ..... 286 , 200
Less interest one year on new loan. . . . . . 800,000
Less interest on net proceeds of canal,
490,416
1847, '48, '49, and '50...............
6 per cent. on 1, 290 , 416

77,424
- - - 208,776

Say.... ........ ...... ............. .........

$699,192
700,000

N OTE.-A further deduction should be made for the annual expenses of the trustees' office,
which are to be paid out of the net revenues of the canal. It is believed that the lands may
be made available of a larger amount in the canal work than ts above estimated, and so as
to leave the above net amount to be realized from the canal, and applied as above. The
canal being finished, the proceeds of the lands and contracts remaining on hand are to be
applied to the repayment of the principal of the cash outlay, say $1,500,000

No. 4.
Table shmmng $20,000 of bonds arranged under the

mll.

1st January, 1847, twenty bonds, $1,000 each, surrendered..................... $20,000
1st January, 1847, six years' back interest ............. , ...................... · 6,000
Total, (amount due January, 1847,)............

26,000
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Half to be paid by the State and half by the canalState half principal. •••• ,$10, 000- Certificate of State stock for this, with 4 per cent. intere t
up to 1st January, 1853, and thereafter 5 per cent. The
deficiency of 1 per cent. to be funded on 1st January,
1853, at 2½ per cent.
.
. .
State half interest.. . • • • • 3, 000- Certificate of State stock for this, with interest at 22 per
cent., funded from and after 1st January, 1853.
Canal half principal ..... 10, 000-Certificate of canal stock for this, with 5 per cent. interest
from 1st January, 1847, payable out of canal revenues.
Canal half interest...... 3,000-Certificate for this, called "special stock," with 5 per
cent. interest from and after 1st January, 1853, payable
out of canal revenues. If revenues fall short, then the
deficiency is to be funded at 5 per cent. 1st Jc1.nuary ,
1853.
26,000
Holder will receive following income, from 1847 to 1853, per annum, viz:
1st. From taxation, 4 per cent. on $10,000 .................................. · · $400 00
2d. From canal revenues on $10,000, according to estimate, up to 1853, average
per annum, say.. . . • .. • . . . .. . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 00
From and after 1st January, 1853, viz :
1st. From State on principal. ...................... $10,000, 5 per cent... •••
From State on arrears of interest..............
3,600, 2½ ... do ..... ••··

500 00
90 00

2d. From canal on principal.......................
On back interest funded.......................
On deficiency of interest from '47 to '53 say.....

10,000, 5 .... do ...... ···
3,000, 5 .... do ...... ···
1,200, 5 .... do ... , .. ···

500 00
150 00
60 00

14,200

710 00

Say...........................

For the ten years from and after 1853, inclusive, the canal revenues will average, as e~timated, $435,280 per annum, which will pay ( over and above expenses) the ? pe; c~nt. mterest on the entire funded "canal debt " and leave a surplus towards extmguishmg the
"special stock."
'

C.
AN ACT to provide for the funded debt of the State of Indiana, and/or
the completion of the Wabash and Erie canal to Evansville.
. WHEREAS, honor and justice alike require that such equi!able pr?v-is1on should be Qpecdily made for the discharge of the pecumary obligations of the tate as shall be just and acceptable to its creditors, ho:i?rable to the people of Indiana, and, at the same time, within the ab1hty
of the State, without further involving the people in a general debt:
AND WHEREAS, an arrangement, based upon a moderate system of ~axation, and the completion of the Wabash and Erie canal to Evansville
it i~ believ d will secure the oqjects aforesaid : AND WHEREAS, in order
to rn: '?re ·o de _ir':'-ble a result! a_ large portion ?f our b~ndholders ~a':e
mamf .t_ d a w1lhngnes" to aid m the complet10n of said canal, w1thi?
th n:umO' four ~· ar , to the Ohio river : AND WHEREAS, this proposition mbracc~, w a n ral arrangement, th payment, by taxation, of
two and _a half,p r cent. o_n _th unprovided public debt of the State
and a r lian f r th r m _mng two and a half per cent. on the_ land~,
tolls and wat r r n~ , of aid W:aba hand Erie canal, (after paymg expen es_ of con. tru hon and r pau-,) ~her by greatly relieving th_e p ople
of Indiana_ fr~~ bur n om_ t· at10n, and virtually dischai·gmg them
1d r maining interest, and looking alone t
from any liability for th
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said ca11al, its tolls and other revenues, for half the interest on said en-tire public debt : AND WHE_REAS, t~e~e is. reas~n to b~li~ve that the·
plan embraced in the followmg prov1s10ns 1s entirely w1thm the meansof the State successfully to accomplish-that it will be _acceptable to
our creditors- honorable to the people represented by this general assembly, and will add to the wealth, prosperity and advancement of Indiana: therefore,
SECTION 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Indiana, That whenever the holder of any bond or bonds of this State (the
bonds issued under the original bank charter excepted) shall choose to
surrender the same up to the State, there shall be issued to such holder a
new certificate of stock, which stock shall be redeemable at the pleasure of the State after twenty years, and which certificate shall specify
and set forth the amount of principal of such bond or bonds so surrendered, and also distinct from the principal, the amount of interest
which may appear to be due and accruing on such bond or bonds from
1st January, 1841, to 1st January,· 1847, inclusive-computing the
same ~t the rate of two and one half per cent. per annum, and on
which the State will pay interest as follows, that is to say : . On the
principal specified in such certificate, the State shall and will pay interest at and after the rate of two per cent. per · annum, .from the first day
of January, 1847, up to and inclusive of the first day of January, 1853,
at which period the amount of interest specified in such certificate, and
the one half of one per cent. per annum on said principal, from the
first day of January, 1847, to the first day of January, 1853, shall be
added to said principal, and from that time forth the State shall and will
pay interest on said principal and interest so added, at and after the rate
of two and a half per cent. per annum, until the same shall be finally
redeemed: .Provided, however, That no bond shall be surrendered as
aforesaid, or certificate issued therefor, that has not attached to it the
coupons or interest warrants falling due on and after the · first day of
July, 1847 : And provided further, That if the revenues of the State, up
to the first day of January, 1853, to be derived from a property tax of
twenty-five cents on every one hundred dollars of value, and a poll tax
of seventy-five cents, shall not, by reason of the taxes being paid in
six per cent. treasury notes, or from other causes, be sufficient, after
defraying the current expenses of the government, to pay said rate of
interest of two per cent. then and in that case the State shall only be
required to pay, up to said first day of January, 1853, such rate of interest as the par fonds in her treasury, derived from the taxation
aforesaid, shall enable her to do ; which shall be paid and distributed
pro rata on the principal specified in such certificate of stock, and the
deficit, with six per cent. interest per annum from the time it became
due, the State shall and will make up and pay to the holders of such
certificates, on or by the first day of January, 1853.
SEc. 2. Every certificate issued under this act shall be signed in
blank, and numbered by the treasurer and auditor of the State, and
8hall be under the s-cal of the State ; and at the time of its being de1ivered, shall be filled up and countersigned by the agent of State,
who"'e duty it shall be to receive the bonds that may be surrendered,
and issue the certificates of stock therefor -entering, at the same time,
2
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in suitable books, to be provided for that purpose, credits to the r spective parties so surrendering bonds, for the principal and intere t
specified in their respective certificates.
SEc. 3. Coupons or interest warrants falling due on and after July
1, 1841, and up to and including January 1, 1847, that may have been
clipped or separated from the bonds to which they were attached, may
also be surrendered, and in place of them a certificate of stock shall be
issued-computing the interest and amount in the same manner as if
·such coupons were still attached to the bonds to which they were oricinally attached ; but on the amount of such certificates no interest shall
be paid until after J anuary 1, 1853.
SEc. 4. The stock created pursuant to this act shall be transferable
only in the city of New York, on books to be provided for that purpose
by the State, by the holder or holders thereof: or his, her, or their duly
constituted attorney, and 1n pursuance of such rules as may be adopted
or may be prescribed by law. But no transfer shall at any time be
permitted, except on the surrender and cancelment of the outstandinrr
certificate.
·
SEc. 5. The interest on the stock hereby created shall be payable
half yearly, at the city of New York, on the first days of J anuary and
July of each year, commencing on the first day of July, 1847. But if
the interest for any half year shall not be demanded before the expiration of thirteen months from the time the same became due, it shall
only be demandable aftenvards at the treasury of the State ; and for
the payment of the interest and the redemption of the principal, as
herein provided, the faith of the State is hereby solemnly pledged.
SEc. 6. For the purpose of saving and securing to themselves th
remainder of the interest not herein before provided for, and the accruing interest not herein before provided for on the bonds surrendered
as aforesaid, computing the same at and after the rate of two and one
half per cent. per annum, it shall be lawful for said bondholders, or any
of them, and they shall have the privilege of raising among themselves,
by a pro rata subscription on the amount of bonds held by them respectiv ly, at any time before the first day of January next, a sufficient sum, not less, however, than two million two hundred and fifty
thousand dollars, to complete the Wabash and Erie canal to Evan ville;
and upon. ubscribing and promising to pay said amount, or o much
thereof a may be needed, to trustees as hereinafter provided, and to be
advanced in such sums as shall insure the completion of aid canal to
Evansville, and all necessary side cuts, feeders, feeder dams, re ervoir"
~d all ide cuts, which may be hereafter particularly mentioned, ,-vithm four y ars from the taking fleet of this act ; the canal land , and
toll and r :-'enue of aid canal, shall be specifically set apart and conv ~y_ d to ~d tr1;1 tee , in tru t and security, to reimbur e to aid sub·:1b r. th 1~ • aid advance , and to pay the r maining int re t on th
aid bon , m the mann _r h r after ·pecified.
E ' · 7. A
oon a· :rud. um shall have be n ub crib d, it hall
lawful for_ ._aid ub~crib r .to ·lect two di creet p rsons, both of '"h?~
shall b c1t1z n f th
rut d 1 'tat s and one of them hall b a inzen and r id nt of thi 1 'tat , a tru~tee : and on notic ther of. accompanied ,vith a opy of th ub cription a for: aid, given to th
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ernor, he shall appoint, ,.if in the. recess of the legislature, but if not,
the two houses shall elect, by joint ballot, a third discreet person ; and
these three shall constitute a board, to be known by the style and
description of the "board of trustees of the Wabash and Erie canal,"
who shall hold their offices for the term of three years, from the time
of their said election or appointment, and until others are elected or
appointed in their places: Provided, however, In the .case of the trustee
on the part of the State, if he shall have been appointed in the recess
of the legislature, he shall only hold his office until his successor shall
be elected as aforesaid, by the two houses of the next general assembly.
SEc. 8. So soon as said trustees shall have been elected or appointed
as aforesaid, it shall be the duty of the governor, in the name and
under the seal of the State, to execute and deliver to the said .trustees,
by the corporate name of the board of trustees of the Wabash and
Erie canal, a deed or patent for the bed of the Wabash and Erie canal,
and its extensions, finished and to be finished from the Ohio State line
to Evansville, including its banks, margins, tow paths, sjde cuts, feeders, basins, right of way, locks, dams, water power and structures, and
all materials provided or collected for its construction, and all the property, right, title and interest of the State in and to the same, with all
its appurtenances, and also all the lands and lots, (not sold or disposed
of,) heretofore given, granted or donated, by the general government to
the State, to aid in the construction of the said canal, or any part of it,
or which may be hereafter acquired under, or by reason of, any existing grant, and all moneys due· and to grow due, and remaining unpaid on account of any sale or sales heretofore made of any canal lands
so donated, and all moneys due or to grow due, on account of any
existing leases of any water power or other privilege on said canal, its
side cuts, feeders, basins, or other appurtenances; said board of trustees
to have, hold, possess and enjoy the same as fully and absolutely as the
State can or could do; subject, nevertheless, to all existing rights and ,
equities against the State on account of the same, or any part thereof,
or liabilities of the State growing out of, or in relation thereto ; and the
same. to be held by said trustees in trust and security for the uses and
purposes following, that is to say :
First. The proceeds of said lands, (sold and unsold,) to be applied
to the re-payment of the principal sum or sums that may have been advanced for the completion of said canal, its side cuts and feeders, and to
the payment for work, labor and materi~s, to be done and furnished in
and about the further prosecution and construction of said canal.
Second. The balance of the proceeds of said lands, (if any,) and the
tolls and revenues of said canal, up to and including the first day of
J an~ary, 1853, after defraying all needful and proper expenditures for
repairs, attendance, and other causes, to be appl~ed as follows, and in
the following order, that is to say:
First. To pay in full the interest, at and after the rate of six per cent.
per annum, on the sum or sums advanced for the complefon of said
canal to Evansville, or on so much of said sum or sums as may at any
time remain unpaid; and the remainder, (if any,) to be applied to pay
the balance of the principal, (if any,) of the sum or sums advanced for
the completion of said canal.
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Second. To pay in foll to th·e subscribers making said advance or
their assignees, interest at and aft_e r the rate of two and one-half per
cent. per annum on the principal of the bonds they may have surrendered as aforesaid; and for the purpose of always knowing by whom
any bond or bonds was sl.frrendered, it shall be the duty of the agent of
the State, at the time of the surrender to him of any bond or bonds as
aforesaid, to take a full account of the numbers thereof, and by whom
the same were surrendered, which shall be furnished to said board of
trustees, whenever the same shall be organized.
Third. To pay in full the interest, at the ·rate of five per cent. per
annum, on the special stock hereinafter named, (being stock created for
that portion of arrearages and accruing interest, charged over again t
the canal, and for which no provision is made by the State,) and to pay
the principal of said stock in full, as fast as the same can be donefirst paying the interest and principal in full to such holders of said special stock, or their assignees, as shall have subscribed to the advance
aforesaid.
Fourth. To pay in full to any other holder of any certificate of stock,
by this act authorized to be issued, interest at and after the rate of two
and one-half per cent. per annum on the amount of the principal thereof.
Fifth.- To pay into the treasury of the State any balance which may
remain on hand; which balance shall be applied by the State to the redemption and retirement of any of the outstanding stocks created by thi.
act at the pleasure of the State : Provided, That if the State at any tim
hereafter becomes the holder of any of said stock, she may, at her election, deem it to be extinguished, or she may regard it as still outstanding, and be entitled to receive and draw upon it whatever of interest the
tolls and revenue of said canal may pay upon it : And promded further.
That if the tolls and rever,ues of said canal shall be insufficient for all
the purposes aforesaid, then they shall be applied pro rata among the
respective parties entitled thereto. First paying in foll those fir t
entitled, and so on toties quoties. From and after the first day of January
1853, on account of the tolls and revenues of, and expenditures on, that
portion of the canal between Lafayette (inclusive) and the Ohio Stat
line, shall be kept separate an ' distinct from a like account of that portion between Lafayette (exclusive) and Evansville; and from and after
that period the tolls and revenues derived from the first named portion.
after defraying necessary expenses, repairs and out~ays, shall firt b
applied to make the full inten~t of five per cent. per annum on the certificates of stock that may be issued for the bonds now outstanding, and
known as the Wabash and Erie canal bonds ; and, if sufficient for thar
purp~se, the_ same shall be apportioned and paid pro rata on the amoun
of said certificates ; and, if more than sufficient, .-the excess shall b
added to the t~lls and revenues derived from that portion' between L afayette _(exclus1v~) an~ Evansville; and the sum thereof shall be paid
as_herem bcfor m this section is proyjded. But, for the sufficiency of
sru.d la?d , r tolls a~d revenues of said canal, to pay the ad.vane ~
af?resrud, r for th ~mthful application of the ame by said tru tee~ to
said purpo es, th faith of the tate is and shall be in nowi e pledo-ed.
~Ee. 9. B efo:e th de d of ~rust herein provided to be given hall b
delivered to said tru tees, said subscribers to said advance hall p· y
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over to said trustees ten per centum of the amount of their said subscription ; and thereafter, from time to time, as further sums shall be
needed for the prosecution of said canal. They shall, on the requisition of
said trustees, pay over to them such sum or sums as they may call for, not
exceeding, however, at any one time, five per cent. on the entire subscription. And if said subscribers, for the space of ninety days after any
such call by the trustees, shall fail to pay the sum or sums so required>
they shall forfeit all sums previously advanced, and also all the priority
and preference which by this act is given them. And if any one or more
of such subscribers shall fail to pay as specified in this section, it shall
be lawful for any one or more of the other subscribers to said advance, or others, to pay the same ; and such payment shall give to the
person or persons so paying the like lien on said canal, its lands and
revenues, for the amount so at any time paid, as the original subseribers
might have if paid by them; and the trustees appointed tinder the
provisions of this act shall pay to him, her or them, his, her or their
proper share of the avails thereo£ And if, by reason of the failure of
said subscribers to make said advances, said trustees shall not be able
to effect the completion of said canal within the period herein before
mentioned, then and in that case the lands and property hereby granted
to said trustees shall revert back to, and become again the property of
the State.. And no such failure, or any act or omission, or ?onsequenc~s
of such failure, act or omission, on the part of the subscribers to said
advance, shall at any time in any manner operate as a pledge of the
faith of the State for any sum or sums hereby provided to be paid
out of the revenues or lands of said canal ; but the execution of the deed>
as specified in section eight of this act, shall of itself operate as a
release of the faith of the State from the payment of any part of such
sum, and all other sums and interest, except the principal of the s~ock
~nd the interes! of two ~nd one-half per cent. per annum, as provid~d
m the first sect10n of this act. For the amount of any such call, sai_d
trustees shall give to said subscribers the proper certificate under their
corporate seal, and from that time only shall interest be comp~ted on
such advance. But for the principal of any such advanc~, or the mterest
on the same, the faith of the State is or shall be in nowise pled~ed. d
SEc. 10. The said board of trustees shall be a corporation, an
shall have a co~porate seal, and conveyances of any of _the lands 0
lots granted to them as aforesaid shall be in the name of " the Bo;r.
of Trustees of the Wabash and Erie canal," and shall be under t ei~
corporate seal. Before entering on their dutie~, they shall take an oat d
or affirmation faithfully and impartially to discharge the same, an f
shall each also give bond to the State, with surety to be app:oved 0
by the governor, in the penal sum of $25,000, for the proper discharg;
of their duties, and the faithful application of, and accoun?Jlg tor, al
moneys which shall come to their hands by reason of said tru~t.
shall be the duty of said trustees to take charge of said canal, with ~
1
its appurtenances, and canal lands and property, and adopt and Px-1 ~
1
execution such plans and measures as they shall deem moS t xpe . cl.
for the prosecution and completion of said canal, with its _necessary si c
cuts and feeders, to Evansville, within the period herem be~ore
scribed ; and for this purpose they shall appoint and employ al nee

J

J
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officers and agents; and may require them to give security, and take
an oath for the faithful performance of their duties ; and either of aid
trustees shall be empowered to administer such oath. They shall
make all contracts for work and labor on said canal, and for the
materials to be furnished therefor. They shall call in on said subscription
a sum sufficient to insure the completion of said canal within the
period herein specified, and not less than six hundred thousand dollar
(including said payment of ten per cent.) to be paid ,vithin two year
from the time said trusts take affect. They shall receive the moneys
advanced by subscribers as aforesaid, for the completion of said canal,
and shall disburse the same. They shall attend to the sales of the
canal lands embraced in the aforesaid deed of trust, which they may in
their discretion, (subject to the limitations hereinafter specified,) ell
for ready money or on credit. They shall from time to time establish
a tariff of tolls on said canal, receive all the tolls and revenues of said
canal, and all other moneys arising under the trusts in this act created,
and shall pay the same out in faithful execution of their said tru t,
keeping a record of all their doings and proceedings, which shall at all
times be open to the inspection of the public authorities of this State.
They shall keep a full, just, and true account of all moneys by them
received for or by reason of their said trust, and of their disbursements of
the same, and shall annually report to the legislature the general,
condition of said canal and canal lands, and exhibit a full account ot
their receipts and disbursements, and shall do all the acts needful and
proper in and about the sale of said canal lands, and the completion of
said canal to Evansville, with necessary side cuts and feeders, particularly the side cuts and locks to the Wabash river, on sections 136 or
137, between Coal creek and Terre Haute, and on sections 33 or 34
and 46, as heretofore surveyed, between Coal creek and L afayette,
heretofore contemplated ; and the side cut and basin, from station 57
to the bank of Eel river, opposite Point Commerce, as surveyed and
reported by R.H. Fauntleroy; and in and about the care and pre ervation of said canal, its side cuts, and feeders, after the same shall have
been finished ; and in and about the police, general government, and
r~gulation of the sa_me. The trustees shall have power from time to
time to make, ordam, and establish such reasonable rules, by-laws and
regulations, in relation to the collection of the tolls, transportation on
said canal, the conduct of boats and rafts, and the general police f
said canal, a are usual, or may be found n cessary, and to enforce the
observation of the same.
SEc. 11. The State hereby accepts the grant made by the general
gov mment, _by the act entitled "An act to grant certain lands to the
tat of Indiana, the better to enable the said State to extend and complete the Wabash and Erie canal from T erre Haute to the Ohio river ··
ap_prov
farch 3, 1~5 ; and the lands selected by the State under
sru.d act · ~all b ·l 1fi d, und r the direction and supervision of th
governor, mt thr clas. · , taking into view quality and location ; ~
the land f th fir t clas hall at all times be ubject to sale, at a pnce
not exceeding tw
ollar~ and fifty cents per acre ; the lands of ~e
second clas shall at all times be ubject to sale, at a price not excee_ding
two dollars p er acr ; and the lands of the third class shall at all um
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be subject to sale, at a price not exceeding one ~ollar and twenty-five
cents per acre; Provided, ho'l}Jever, Tha! none of ~aid lan?-s, or. any others,
shall be sold at any time at a less pnce than is provided m the acts
of Congress ' donating the same. Saving and res~rving to actual settle!s
and occupants, at the time of the passage of this act, of any of said
lands granted to said trustees, the right to enter and purchase the tract
of land, not less than a quarter quarter section, nor more than. a half
quarter section, by him actually settled and occupied, (and wluch he
shall continue to occupy at the time of said entry,) at the price per acre
at which the_same has been or may be valued or classified, irrespect~ve
of the improvements that may have been made by such settler; which
right shall continue for the space of one year from the time when !he
deed of trust aforesaid shall be delivered·to said trustees; and for which
such settler shall only be required to pay, at the time of entry or purchase, one-fifth part of the purchase money in hand, and the residue he
shall be required to pay in five equal annual instalments, with interest
annually in advance on the whole balance of the purchase money remaining due and unpaid: Provided, however, when two or more persons,
not entitled to any right of entry, shall apply at the same time to purchase the same tract, it shall be sold to that one of the applicants who
shall bid and pay, or secure to be paid, (as the case may be,) the highest price.
SEc. 12. The trust hereby created shall cease and be determined,
whenever the moneys advanced fot the completion of said canal, with
the interest and the special stock aforesaid, shall have been paid and
refunded, and the State shall have taken up and retired one half of the
stock issued by virtue of the first section of this act, and shall assume
the payment of interest at the rate of five per centum per annum on the
balance ; which the State reserves the right of doing at its pleasure.
Whenever any vacancy shall occur in the board of trustees, by death,
resignation, or other cause, such vacancy shall be filled by the general
assembly, or by the subscribers aforesaid, or their assignees, to whom
belonged.the election of the trustees whose seat shall become vacant, as
the case may be.
SEc. 13. The tolls and revenues of said canal shall be applied to the
repairs and expenses thereof, and the extension ·o f the same, until after
the first day of January, 1847; from which period, and up to and including the first day of January, 1853, said tolls and revenues, after
defraying all needful expenditures and outlays for repairs, attendance,
and other necessary things appertaining thereto, shall be applied, subject to the limitations contained in the eighth section of this act, to the
payment of the two-and-a-half per cent. interest unprovided for by the
State, on the principal of the surrendered bonds, from the first day of
January, 1847, to the first day of January, 1853; at which time the
deficiencies (if any) of said tolls and revenues to discharge said interest, shall be added to the unprovided for two-and-a-half per cent. on
the principal of said bonds surrendered, fro:µi the first day of January,
1841, to the first day of January, 1847, and the sum thereof shall be
converted into the special stock herein before referred to-the principal
and interest of which shall be only payable out of the said canal lands,
and tolls and revenues of said canal, as herein before provided ; and for
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which proper certificates of stock shall be issued. But for the redemption of said principal, or the payment of said interest, the faith of th
State is in nowise pledged.
SEc. 14. It shall be lawful for any other person than a bondholder to
subscribe to the advance aforesaid; and such party shall have the right
to register with the trustees a brief description of bonds or certificate
of stock under such subscription, at any time within one year from the
first day of November next; and further, any bondholder shall have the
right, within two years from the first day of November next, to register
with said trustees a description of his or her bond, or certific~te of stock
and pay up to said trustees his pro rata share of said advance, together
with interest from the time when the original subscription took effect·
and which registry and payment shall place such party on the same
.
footing as if he had originally subscribed thereto.
SEc. 15. The first board of trustees organized under this act, shall fix
the time and place, and, by suitable rules and regulations, to be entered
upon their records, prescribe the mode and manner of subsequently
electing trustees on· the part of the subscribers aforesaid, and those who
may hereafter become subscribers, or their assignees; which rules and
regulations shall at all times be subject to be altered or amended by
said board.
·
SEc. 16. The interest and principal to be paid out of said canal lands
and tolls, and revenues of said canal, by said trustees, shall be payable
half yearly, at the city of New York, on the first days of January and
July of each year, commencing on the 1st day of July, 1847.
SEc: 17. The majority of said board of trustees shal! have po~~r and_
authority to act and decide in all cases ; and the act10n or dec1s10n ot
the majority shall be binding on said board, and be deemed to be th
action or decision of said board; excepting, however, that no sale or
conveyance by said trustees of any land to be deemed by them as
aforesaid, shall be valid or binding, unless concurred in, and the contract of sale or conveyance be signed by the trustee on the part of the
s~~

.

~Ee. 18. The State reserves the right of altering and regulating

the

tariff of ~oils that may at ·any time be established by said board of _truS-_
tees, which, however, shall always be in accordance with the tariff of
tolls on similar work .
SEc. 19. All expenses attending the selections of lands under th~ ~ct
of C?ngress aforesaid, all expenses of surveying said canal remamm 0
unpaid, all ~xpenses of classifying said lands, and all other expen
connected with, or growing out of~ the trust hereby created, shall be
borne and paid by said trustees, out of the proceeds of. ·aid land , or the
tolls and r v nues of said canal.
SEc._2 · Thi act hall be a public act, and ·hall be liberall · construed m ~l c~)Urts of justice; and the State shall and will upply, b.,
future l g1 lat10?, all uch defect. , found to exist, as hall enable th
trustees afc r rud to carry into full effect the fair and obviou intent o
this ac!; and the gov:ern~r i hereby required to give all necessar · _information to th part1 mt r . ted, and to do any act or thing which
may be necessary to carry this act into effect, and to facilitate any proceeding contemplated by thi act.
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SEC, 21. The troops of the United States, and their munitions of war,
.shall, at all times, be transported on said canal, free of any charge
whatever.
SEc, 22. Said trustees shall employ a chief engineer, of known _and
established character for experience and integrity, who shall be reqmred
to execute a bond to the State, to be approved of by the governor, in
the penal sum of ten thousand dollars, for the faithful performance of
his duties as engineer; and shall be subject to be removed by the governor during the vacation of the legislature, or by the general assembly, when in session, for misconduct, inefficiency, or neglect of duty.
The said engineer, before entering upon his duties, shall take an oath
that he will faithfully and impartially perform the duties of his office,
without respect of persons, and that he neither is, nor will be, interested,
<lirectly or indirectly, in any job, work, or contract, let, or to be let, on
.said canal, or connected therewith, during his continuance in office.
SEc, 23. Said trustees shall have the right to locate and construct
such feeders, feeder dams, side cuts, and reservoirs, as may be necessary to supply said canal with vvater, and may take such tjmber, stone,
or other materials, as may be necessary for the construction of said
canal, by making to the proper owners reasonable compensation therefor, on the same terms, and in the same manner, as the superintendent
of said canal is now authorized by law to do; and the word "canal,"
wherever used in this act, shall be construed to meai1 and include all
its feeders, feeder dams, side cuts, and reservoirs.
SEc, 24. Every person who shall wilfully and maliciously injure ?r
destroy any lock, culvert, or embankment of said canal, or shall wilfully or maliciously make any aperture or breach in any embankment
of said canal, with intent to injure or destroy the same, shall, on conviction, be punished by imprisonment in the State prison at hard labor,
not more than five years, or by fine not exceeding five hundred dollars,
and imprisonment in the county jail not more than two years ; and shall
be, moreover, liable to said trustees for the damages occasioned
thereby-which damages, when recovered, shall be considered as a
part of the revenues of said canal, and applied accordingly.
·
SEc. 25. The time of final payment on all sales of Wabash and
Erie canal lands heretofore made, shall, upon the request of the holder
of any certificate of purchase, be extended for the term of five years
from and after the term when the same shall fall due: Provided, however, that the interest shall be paid annually in advance, as now required

~1~.

.

.

.

SEC, 26. The State may at any time file her bill in chancery in the
Marion or any other circuit court in this State, against said trustees, to
enjoin them from .. any violation of said trust, and also to compel them
to execute the same.
SEC, 27. Should either of the said trustees, or any officer or agent
q,ppointed by them, embezzle or fraudulently convert to his own use, or
secrete, with intent so to convert to his own use, any of the funds,
choses in action, securities or effects which may come into his hands or
po·s session, under or by virtue of the trusts created by this act, the
trustee, officer or agent so offending, shall be deemed to have committed the crime of grand larceny ; and, upon conviction thereof, shall
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suffer the punishment prescribed for that offence in the fifteenth section
of article first of chapter fifty-three of the Revised Statutes of 1843.
SEC, 28. The capacity of that portion of said canal yet to be finished
shall be the same as established and provided in the original and late
surveys, and the said trustees shall cause to be constructed and kept in
repair, on the entire line of said canal, suitable bridges over all State
and county roads crossing the same, in the same manner as is now
required on the line of said canal east of Tippecanoe.
SEC, 29. Said canal, finished and to be finished, shall be deemed
and taken to be a public highway, and shall be free to all person
whomsoever, to pass and re-pass with their own boats, or other water
craft, and with their own produce, goods and chattels, wares and merchandise ; such persons conforming to such uniform rules and regulations, and paying such uniform tolls, as may be established and requrred.
SEc, 30. Said trustees shall establish at least one land-office for the
sale of said canal lands, at some convenient point in this State, for the
transaction of all business connected with said trust.
SEc. 31. It shall be the duty of said trustees to return to the au~tor
of State, on or before the first day of November in each year, a list of
all lands sold by virtue of the trust.
SEc .. 32. It shall be optional with the State, ':t any ti1:1e hereafter,
to call m and require a surrender of the outstandmg stock issued under
the ~rst section of this act, by giving to the holders of such st~ck a new
c~rt1ficate for the one-half of the principal thereof, to bear mte_res_t at
and after the rate of five per centum per annum, and which prmcipal
and interest shall be payable and redeemable by the State, out of the
revenues thereof, the principal to be payable at the pleasure of the
State, and by giving to such holder another certificate for the other half
of the principle of such stock, to bear a like interest of five per centum
per annum, and to be paid and redeemed, and only paid and redeemed, out of the canal lands, and the tolls and revenues of t~e
said canals as aforesaid, as provided in the eighth section _of t~
act ; and from and after the time that the State shall call m said
stock, issued under the first section of this act, and shall issue new
certificates as aforesaid, the State, its faith and revenues, shall ~e
on~y _pledged_ and responsible for the payment of one-half of ai~
prmc1pal and mterest, at the rate of five per centum per annum th_ereon
f?r the other half of said principal and interest, the holders of said certificates shall look solely and exclusively to said canal lands~ and the
to1:J.s and revenues of said canal, as provided in the eighth secuon afo:esaid of this act: Provided, however, that the State shall have the option
?fr d eming aid canal certificates out of the revenues of said tate
m the ame manner a if this section were not adopted : And pr(JVided
further, that th xc
of the revenues of the said canal land, and toll,
f aid an~l, after paying aid inter st of said fiv per
an r v nu
,
.
r annum 01: said canal stock, (if any ther be,) "hall b
appli t th ~ d mpt1on and absolute r tirement of said canal to k.
~ E C: '. · Th1., '. ct hall tak ffi t and be in force as soon the
u cnpb. n m n l n in ction ix hall b made and ten per centum
P
th r n to th tru t · 1 ctcd, a provided in' section sev n f thi · ct and n
fc r : Pro t·acd , Th at, unt1·1 t h r 1s
· surrenderecl an d can
· -
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celled bonds of the State to the amount of one-half of all the bonds
outstanding, (except bank bonds,) it shall not be lawful for the governor
to convey by deed the Wabash and Erie canal, lands, tolls, &c., as
provided in the eighth section of this act: Provided fitrther, That the
acceptance, as provided in the eleventh section of this act, of a grant
of land made by the general government, by their act, to grant certain
lands to the State of Indiana, the better to enable said State to extend
and complete the Wabash and Erie canal, from Terre Haute to the
Ohio river, shall not be construed to make it obligatory on the State, at
any time hereafter, to complete said canal out of its revenues derived
from taxation.
SEc. 34. That nothing in this act shall be so construed as to allow
the trustees, proposed to be appointed or elected, in this act, to erect
any dam, bridge, or any other structure, in the construction of the extension of the Wabash and Erie canal, so as in any manner to impede the
navigation of,the east fork of White river in its present state, or as it
may be hereafter improved by the construction of dams for slack water
navigation, as the right to do has been secured to a company, chartered by the present legislature, in an act entitled " An act for the im· provement of White -river."
SEc. 35. The State reserves the right of fixing, by law, the salaries
to be allowed the trustees mentioned in the seventh section of this act.
JOHN S. SIMONSON,
Speaker of the House of Representatives.
J. G. READ,
President of the Senate.
Approved January 19, 1846.
JAS. WHITCOMB.
I, J?hn _H. Thompson, Secretary of State, do hereby certify that the
foreg01:1g 1s a true and complete copy of the original enrolment of an
act entitled "An act to provide for the funded debt of the State of Indiana, and for the completion of the Wabash and Erie carnal to Evansville," now on file in this office.
.
In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed
[ SEAL,]
the stal of the State, at Indianapolis, this 10th day of January, 1846.
J. H. THOMPSON,
Secretary of State.

AN ACT suplementary to "An act to provide for the funded debt of the
State of Indiana, and for the completion of the Wabash and Erie canal
to Evansville." Approved _January 19, 1846 .

!n-

. SECTION ~- Be it enacted by the General Assembly qf the State of
dwna, and 1t is hereby declared, in virtue and exercise of the optwn
reserved to the State by the 32d section of the said act, that the outstanding bonds of the State shall be surrendered by the holders thereof,
and a new issue made in exchange therefor, of two certificates, to be
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respectively signed and sealed, and otherwise verified by or on behalf
of the State, as provided in the second section of the said act. Each
such certificate to be for an equal moiety of the principal money secured
by the bond or bonds for which the same shall be exchanged, and to
bear interest at and after the rate of five per centurn per annum, as
provided by the thirty-second section of said act; such interest to be
computed_fro1:11 the first day of January, 1847; that on~ of such certificates, with mterest thereon, as aforesaid, shall be paid by the State,
o_ut of the revenues thereof, as provided in the said thirty-second sectlon of the said act, and shall be redeemable at the pleasure of the State,
after twenty years, as provided in the first section of the same a_ct; and
the other of such certificates, with interest thereon as aforesaid, sb3!1
be paid out of the canal lands, and the tolls and revenues of t~e said
canal, as also provided by the thirty-second section of the said ac\;
and that such certificates, in the form mentioned in the sched~le to this
act, shall be issuable as provided in the second section of said act, as
.
modified by this act.
SEc. 2. That certificates for arrears of interest, in the form mentioned
in the schedule to this act, computed from the first d~y of J~n~ary,
1841, to the_ first day of January, 1847, on the respe_ct1ve mmeties of
the outstandmg debt of the State, herein before mentioned ?r referred
to, shall be issued at the same time, above in this act mentwi:ed, an~
shall constitute a special stock; that the amount of such of s~id certi·
ficates for interest as shall be chargeable on taxation, as herem before
mentioned, shall be funded as of the first of January, 1853, and shall
bear interest from that day, but not before, at and after the rate of twoand-half per cent. per annµm, payable semi-annually, on the firS t dayf
of July 1:Lnd the first day of January, in every year, and the_firS t hal
yearly payment of such interest shall become due and be paid on ~he
first day of July, 1853. That the amount of such of the said certificates for interest as shall be chargeable on the canal lands, and the tolls
and revenues of the said canal shall likewise be funded as on and from
the said first day of January, '1853, and shall bear interest as on and
from that day, but not before at and after the rate of five per cent. per
annum, which interest shall ctlso be paid semi-annually, on the firS t day_
of July and the first day of January, in every year, and the firS t half
yearly payment thereof shall become due and be paid on the firS t day
of July, 1853, ~d new certificates, bearing interest after the_ rate, and
payable ~t the times lastly mentioned, shall be issued and delivered out
by the s_aid trustees, to the parties respectively entitled thereto, when
the ~ertrfi.cate for the principal shall be issued and delivered to such
partie , as pecified in the first section of this act.
.
Ee. 3 · That the amount of interest to accrue from the fir t ot
January, 47, to th first of January 1863 inclusive on that moiet:¥
of th pn1;1
· ·ipa
· l um e ur d by ach bond
'
'
' and exchanged
surrendered
a a£ r ru , . n whi h i. to b paid out of th r v nu s of the tate
al n , an . rn<r t th rat. of fiv p r · nt. p ..; annum on such m?ietyi_
h 11 ~ P cl Y tl~ 1 tat m th mannC'r provid d in the fir t ection 1
1
a·. ; th· 1" to a ·, on th prin ·ipal p cificd in ~uch last menu n · rtificat , ht· , 'tat · hall and will p y int rest at and after the
rat f fc ur p r . nt. p r annum fr m th fir t day of January, 1847:

°

? ·

,
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which interest shall be paid semi-3:nnually, namely, on the first day of:
July and the first day of January m every year, the first payment. of
such interest to be made on the first day of July, 1847, up to and mclusive of the first day of January, 1853; and th~ remaining one per
cent. shall be added to, and form part of the spe_crnl stocks, s~ calle~,
and be put upon the same footing, and at the time of the said semiannual payment of the four per cent., and up to the said _first day of
January, 1853, inclusive, a separate certificate shall be gwen for the
said one per cent., (to make up the five per cent. aforesaid,) which
certificate shall, as near as may be, conform to that which, by the
second section of this act, is required to be issued for the arrears of interest accruing between first January, 1841, and first January, 1847,
and made payable in the same manner, and shall bear the same rate of
interest, from and after first January, 1853; or, the aggregate amount
of said one per cent. from 1847 to 1853, may, in the first instance,. be
added to, and included in, the certificate to be issued for the arrears of
interest accruing prior to first January, 1847, as and when the said
certificates shall be issuable, according to the second section of this act:
Promded, that if the revenues of the State to be derived from the property tax and poll tax in the first section of the said act mentioned1
shall not be sufficient, by reason of the causes in the same section
mentioned, to pay in full said interest of four per cent. per annum, then
and in that case the State shall only be required to pay, up to the said
first day of January, 1853, such rate of interest as the par funds in her
treasury, derived from the taxation aforesaid, shall enable her to do,
~hich shall be paid and distributed, pro rata, on the principal specified
m such last mentioned certificates of stock issued for the principal, and
the deficit, with six per cent. per annum from the time it became due;
the State shall make up and pay to the holders of such last mentioned
~ertificates, on or _by the first day of January, 1853 ; and from time to
time, at each semi-annual payment, up to 1853, shall give to the holders of said certificates a separate certificate for the amount of said deficit: Provided, that no money shall be actually paid over to any holder
of any certificate, until bonds to the amount of four millions of dollars,
~xcl~sive _o~ interest, shall be surrendered for cancellation, as provided
m said onginal act, as modified by this.
SEc. 4. That the amount of interest to accrue from the first of J anuary, 1847, to the first of January, 1853, inclusive, on that moiety of
the principal sum secured by each bond surrendered and exchanged as
aforesaid, and which is to be paid by the trustees out of the canal lands
and the tolls and revenues of the canal only, and being at the rate of
five per cent. per annum on such moiety, shall be paid by the said
trustees in the same manner provided in the tenth section of this present
act. Prmided, That if the proceeds of the said canal lands and the tolls
and revenues of the said canal shall not (after defraying all needful expe_nditures and outlays for repairs, attendance, and other necessary
thmgs appertaining thereto, as in the thirteenth section of the said act is
mentioned) be sufficient to pay in foll the said interest which shall accrue from the said first day of January, 1847, to the sai<l first of _January, 1853, inclusive, as provided in the said tenth section of this act,
the deficiencies (if any) of said canal lands and tolls and revenues to
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discharge such interest as last aforesaid, shall, on the first day of January, 1853, be also converted into a special stock, bearing interest at
the rate of five per cent. per annum, but shall only be payable out of
the said canal lands and tolls and revenues of the said canal, and for
which proper certificates of stock shall be issued from time to time as
the deficiencies accrue.
SEc. 5. That payment of interest upon certificates, chargeable upon
the State, whether original certificates or special stock, shall be made
from time to time on such certificates only as shall have been registered
with the agent of the State at New York, (as directed by said act,)
,d uring the half year prior to such interest becoming due.
SEc. 6. That bondholders who shall not subscribe before the first
day of November, 1847, to the completion of said canal, as hereina~er
mentioned, and shall not surrender their bonds in exchange for cerufi..cates before the first day of December, 1847, and who shall th~refore
be excluded from the right to become subscribers to the completion .of
said canal and works, shall nevertheless be entitled to receive a certificate for such amount of interest as shall have accrued, payable out of
the State revenues due to such bondholders under the provisions ot
said act and of this act, from the first day of January, 1847, to the
half yearly day of interest happening immediately before the day when
they shall register their bonds as aforesaid, but not to any money payment in respect thereof, and the amount of interest represente~ by such
last mentioned certificate, shall be funded together with special stock
on the first January, 1853.
.
SEc. 7. That instead of the previous surrender a?d cancella~10n of
the amount of bonds specified in the thirty-third sect1~n of the said act,
t~e bondhol~ers shall be, and they are hereby, reqmred to s_m:render
for cancellation bonds to the amount of not less than four millions of
do1lars of principal, exclusive of interest thereon; and that the subscription for the completion of the said canal, instead of that now required by the sixth section of the said act, shall be twenty per cent. on
the amount so to be surrendered and cancelled, unless the aggrega~e
amount of said per centage shall exceed eight hundred dollar , m
which case the said per centage shall be proportionably reduced t_o the
bondholders respectively; but so, nevertheless, that such last ment10ned
.sum of eight hundred thousand dollars be fully subscribed ; and furth~r,
that the time limited by the sixth section of the said act for sub cnptions, shall be ext nded from the first January, 1847, to the first June
1847, and that the time for such surrender and cancellation, and for the
e~chang of bonds for certificates, and for the registration thereof in the
c_1ty of N w ~ork, by the agent of tate, as dir cted by the second "ect10n of th rud act, shall b , and the same is hereby, ext nded from
th ~r tday ~ January, 1 47, to th first day of July,_1 47. Ami
JJ_ro td ~' al. o, fhat any th r bondhold r hall have th naht, at any
tim_<' pn r tc th fir "t day of ov mb r n xt, but not thereaft r, to ~ub. ·nb ~ t the advnnc _afor . aid, upon th amount of bond h ld b h~;~nd _ 11: p~t ·m ·nt by him_to _the tru"~ , of hi pro rata har of ~aid
,,u
npt10n,_ tOCY ·th r with mt r t fr m the first day of Jun , 1 7 at
tl~ · ra ., of · 1. · P ·~ .nt. p r annum, and on urr nd r and xchana
}u · md. a · ·orclmrr to th provi:ion a£ r said, h
hall thenc fc rth
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be placed on the same footing, in all respects, as the prev10us sub
scriber.
SEc. 8. That every bondholder who shall surrender any amount of
bonds in exchange for certificates, and shall subscribe on such a!Ilount,
towards the completion of the said canal and works as afores~d, and
shall, on or before the said first day of November, 1847, pay mto the
hands of the trustees, for the time being, five per cent. on the amount
of bonds so surrendered by such holders of certificates, as and by way
of deposit thereon, and shall afterwards duly answer and pay any calls
which may be thereafter made in respect of such subscriptions, under
and by virtue of the ninth clause of the said act, shall have, and be entitled to all the benefit of the priorities given, or intended to be given
by the said act, (as amended by this act,) to parties subscribing towards
the completion of the said canal and works.
And it is hereby expressly declared, that from and after the first of
November, 1847, no party whosoever, whether bondhoklers or not,
shall have any right or claim to sitbscribe to the advance aforesaid, nor
to pay up his pro rata, or any share of the said advance, nor otherwise,
to be placed on the same footing as if he had originally subscribed
thereto; anything in the fourteenth section, or any other section of said
act to the contrary notwithstanding .
. Nevertheless, time shall be allowed to all parties subscribing and pay~ng the aforesaid per centage or deposit on their respective subscription
m manner, and within the period hereinbefore limited and appointed for
that purpose, to deposit their bonds in exchange for certificates, until
the 1st day of December, 1847: Prcmided, That nothing herein contained
sha~l _prev~nt, o~- be deemed o~ taken to prevent, any bondholder from
avaih_ng himself, after the said first day of November, 1847,. of the
benefits of the said act as modified by this, so far as relates only to the
s~_irrender and exchange of his bonds for certificates, as therein ment~one~, but without any right of subscription, or any right to the priorities gwen by the said act, or by this act, to subscribers : Provided furt~er, That the State will make no provision whatever hereafter, to pay
eit~er principal or interest on any internal improvement bond or bond_s,
unt1l the holder or holders thereof shall have first surrendered said
bonds to the agent of State, and shall have received in lieu thereof,
certificates of stock, as provided in the first section of this act ; anything in this act to the contrary notwithstanding.
· SEc. 9. This act shall be.. in force from and after its passage, and the
said original act is hereby declared to be in full force, except so far as
the same is hereby modified ; and so soon as an amount of bonds of not
less than four millions of dollars, exclusive of interest, shall have been
subscribed for, as provided in this act, and notice thereof given to the
agent of State in New York, or to the governor of the State of Indiana,
then it shall be lawful for such subscribers to elect two trustees, in the
manner as provided for in the eleventh section of this act, and said subscribers shall thereupon pay over to the said trustees five per c~n_t.
upon the amount of bonds so subscribed by them severally. And it 18
hereby expressly declared that so soon as the governor of sai~l State
shall be satisfied, upon proper evidence to be submitted to him, that
bonds to the amount of five millions five hundred and forty-five thou-
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sand dollars, exclusive of interest, have been surrendered for exchange
and cancellation, and are in the hands of the agent of State for that purpose, and that the said five per cent. has been paid over, he shall convey
by deed the Wabash and Erie canal, and the lands and tolls, and all
other the premises mentioned in the eighth section of the said act, to
the said trustees, as therein provided, and not before : Pro-vided, never't~eless, T~at upon the subscription and payment, as herein before ment10ned, bemg made, and satisfactory evidence thereof given to the governor, he is hereby directed to authorize the said trustees to take charge
of said canal and its appurtenances, with full authority to comme~ce
and direct all operations thereon, or in anywi'se connec_ted therew:ith,
as contemplated by this and the former act on this subject: Provided
further, and it is hereby enacted, that unless holders of bonds to the
3:mount o~ four millions of dollars, as provided for in the seventh sect10n of this act, shall bona fide subscribe five per cent. on that ~mou~t.
and pay such last mentioned per centage to the trustees as aforesaid,
on or before the said first day of June, 1847 ; and unless bonds to the
amount of four millions of dollars exclusive of interest, shall be surrend~red for cancellation, as provided in said original act, ~s modified
by th1~, on or before the first day of July next, then a?d m that cast>
th~ said former act, and this act, and every clause, proviso, matter ~nd
thmg therein and herein respectively contained, shall cease, cletermme
and be utterly void.
.
·
SEc. 10. That in lieu and stead of the scale of distribution and application, as in the eighth and thirteenth sections of the said act directed, of the tolls and revenues of said canal, and of the produce of th e
said canal la1~ds, (s~ld and. unsold,) after defraying all nee~ful _an~
proper ~xpenditures for repaus, attendance and ot~er _necessa~y ~~ng.
appertau~mg thereto, which shall be first paid, anythmg m the said former
act or this act to the contrary notwithstandincr, the sam~ shall be held
said trustees, in trust and secu~·ity, for the uses and purand applied
pose~ followmg, that is to say :
. _
First. In payment of the work, labor and materials, or contra~ts tor
the supply of work, labor or materials, to be done and furnished m and
about the further prosecution and construction of the said canal and
works, until the same shall have been fully completed to Evansville, as
the moneys to be paid for the same shall from time to time become due
and payable; ?ut n?t by way of anticipation, and of all needful and
proper exp~nd1ture for repairs, attendance,.and other causes, s_ave and
exc_ept so far as regards eruting tolls and revenues of the ai~ canal.
which are hereinaft~1: declared to be expressly appropriated ior an~
towards pay_mcnt of mt rest, at six per cent. per annum, on the ~um:to?' ub~c~bcd for th completion of the said canal and ,,-orks, and
whi ·h xi.tma !olh and r venues me hereby declared to he <'xcepten
from th P ration of thi. lausc to that ext nt.
i econdly. In payment of int re:-,t aft r the rat
of .~ix p r nt: I ~r
n th , -'_~m~ to b r pectiv ly a<lvanc <l b th hold r:- of c_ rt_ h ·' id tru t c.·, from tim<' to tim , in aid of the compl t~or
0 _f
m_ <::11 rn_~ an~l ,vork.-_, and to lw comput l from the rc.::p ctr.!1m < f ,l \ un. 1:1.<T ,me~ pa •m,r :·u ·h princ-ipul . um , r<' pc ·tiY
:=:u h
mt ,re t t b p.i~ ,d,k 1t1 the; city of 1 ·,v y rk by qual hnlf y a: . -
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payments, on the first day of January, and the first clay of July, in each
and every year, the first half yearly payment to be made on the first
day of January, 1848.
Thirdly. In payment in full of the principal_ s~ms aclyance~, or to be
advanced by the holders of certificates subscnbmg as aforesaid ~or and
towards the com~etion of the said canal and works, and from time to
time remaining due.
·
Fourthly. In payment in. full to the subscribers making the sai~ advances, or to their assignees, ·of interest, at and after the rate of five
per cent. per annum, on the moiety of the principal of the bonds, which
they may have surrendered and exchanged for certificates as aforesaid,
such interest being to be computed from the said first day of January,
1847.
Fifthly. In payment in full to the subscribers making such advances,
or their assigns, of the principal of the special stock to be issued to
cover the arrears of interest due and accruing from the first clay of January, 1841, to the first day of January, 1847, as fast as the same can
be clone, with interest on the same, at and after the rate of five per cent.
per annum, to be computed from the first clay of January, 1853.
Sixthly. In payment in full to the subscribers making the said advances, or to their assigns, of the principal moneys secured by each
such certificate, so charged over against the canal lands, and the tolls
and revenues of the said canal.
Seventltly. In payment in full to the other holders of any certificates
of stock, by the said act directed to be issued and charged as aforesaid,
(such holder not being a subscriber to the said advance,) or their assigns, of interest, at and after the rate of five per cent. per annum, on
the amount of the principal thereof.
Eighthly. In payment in full to the holders of certificates or special
stock, to be issued and charged as aforesaid, (such holders not being
subscribers to the said advance,) or their assigns, of the principal of
such special stock, with interest on the same, at and after the rate of
fiv e per cent. per annum, to be computed from the said first clay of January, 1853.
)
N inthly. In payment in foll to the holders of such last mentioned r,ertificates, (not being subscribers,) or their assigns, of the amount of the
principal thereof respectively.
T enthly. To p ay into the treasury of the State any surplus or balance
which may remain in the hands of the said trustees, after making the
several payments in the nine preceding classes mentioned. And it is
hereby declared that such sums shall, from time to time, be paid and
applied as soon as conveniently may be after the receipt thereof, saving
the j u st rights of the holders of bonds now outstanding, and known as
the W abash and Erie canal bonds, as provided for in the eighth section
of this act: Prcnided, That, after the p ayment in full of said subs~ribers or their assigns, as aforesaid, the holder or holders of any certificate w hose, or whose assignor's bond or bonds were surrendered and
cancelled, as in the said original act and this supplement is provi~ed, on
or before 1st day of May, 1850, shall be entitled to th~ same preference
and priority in the p ayment thereof, and to be paid in the same manner
as is provided for the p ayment of said subscribers to said advance, a nd
3
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their assigns, according to the time of such surrender and cancellation,
anything in this or the said original act to the contrary notwithstanding.
And provided, That all payments of principal and interest to be made
under or by virtue of this act, or the said recited act, amongst the aid
several classes of subscribers or holders of certificates, (as the case
may be,) shall be made pro rata amongst the subscw.bers and holder._
of certificates in each such class, in the order and priority of payment
given, or intended to be given, to each such class respectively, as aforesaid, first paying in full those first entitlea., and so on, toties quoties;
and no interest shall at any time be charged upon any semi-annual deficit of interest, which the revenues of the canal shall fail to pay.
Provided, also, that the proceeds of sales of the lands in the Vincennes land district, shall be applied only to the construction of the canal
from Terre Haute to Evansville, or to the repayment of the cash advances made by the bondholders for that purpose, until the said canal
shall have been completed. The trust hereby created shall cease an<l
determine upon the payment of the principal of said certificates, which
are hereby authorized to be paid out of the proceeds of said canal at
any time after twenty years from the passage of this act, and the State
hereby reserves the right to redeem any of such certificates at any tim
after twenty years after the passage of this act, and after the repayment of said advance, as herein provided, by paying the legal holder
thereof th principal sum due thereon.
SEc. 11. That so soon as conveniently may be after the passing of
thi present act, two trustees, qualified by citizenship and residence, a"
in the said . eventh section of the said recited act is provided, shall be
elect d by a majority in number and value of the subscribers towards the
completion of the said canal, who shal] have given notice, in writing, of
their ubscription:-; to the agent of the State in the city of New York, or
if no uch agent at New York, then to the governor of Indiana, as mentioned in the ninth section of this act, such subscribers being present
per. anally or by agent duly authorized by proxy at some meeting to b
con vencd and holden in New York for that purpose, by and on the part
of uch sub.~cribers, of which not less than one calendar month's previous notice, stating the object, and time, and place of such meeting
hall be thrice in erted in the London Gazette, and "Times" n W upaper, and in t,rn of the principal New York daily journals; and th '.
resolution.· to be ..igned by the chairman presiding at such meeting of
subscriber , shall be a sufficient warrant and authority for the elect1011
of the two persons to be then and there elected as trustees, for and on
behalf of the aid" ub:-;criber , and . uch election shall therefore be deemed
and a ·kno"vl dged to be u o-ood and valid election of. uch two tru t e;;,
and ~h_at. u ·~1 1 ct~on w~ · duly made under and in compliance with th
prov1.:10n. of th· . md rcc1t d act : And it is jztrther enrtcted, That no uch
I ction to I e made as la. t aforesaid, shall b or b 'come void or voidabl
by r a.~ n. of an rte ·~mi cal informality in the proc , dings, or of ~y
v rb~l . f -~.- or ·I n ·al "rror , or by rea. on of th, omi sion of n?tanal
legahzat~on, m or to any po:v 1~ or pow rs of attorn y or other m trument or m..,trum nV of ub::-:t1tut1on to be made or ex cutcd by any sul scriber or ·ub. ·cribers, bona ficl to nabl his, her, or their repre entatives to otc on hi., h r, or their behalf at tu h lection of tru tee a--
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aforesaid, and produced at such meeting for that purpose, nor shall such
election be or become voidable by reason of any omission to hold the
proceedings herein enacted, in public or before ·any judge, magistrate,
or other judicial officer, or to record the same in any court of law or
equity, or other tribunal or place of justice, (any law, usage, or custom
to the contrary thereof in anywise notwithstanding :)
Provided, nevertheless, That each of the said trustees shall, after such
their and his election as aforesaid, and before entering on his and their·
duties, take the oath or affirmation for the faith.fol and impartial .discharge thereof, and give the bond to the State, with security to be approved by the governor, for the proper discharge of his and their duties,
as is mentioned and provided in the tenth section of the said recited act:
Provided, also, That a duplicate of said resolutions, to be signed by said
chairman, and by him duly acknowledged before the mayor and recorder of the city of New York, or before any judge of any court of record
in said city, or any commissioner resident in said city, duly authorized
to take the acknowledgment of deeds to be recorded in the State of Indiana, shall be by said chairman, forwarded by mail, addressed to the
governor of the State of Indiana, which shall be filed by him in the office
of the Secretary of State : Provided further, That after said subscribers
making said advances shall be paid in full the principal money secured
by such certificates, it shall be lawful for a majority in number and
value of the other holders of any certificates of stock by this or the said
origmal act authorized to be issued and charged upon said canal as aforesaid, to elect trustees in like manner, and subject to the same conditions
as is provided for the election of tiustees by the said subscribers ; and
such trustees shall comply with, and be governed by all laws, rules, and
regulations, and possess the same powe1:s, and perform the same duties,
as such trustees elected by said subscribers : And provided further, That
if a majority in number and value of the other holders of said certificates
neglect to so elect trustees as aforesaid, for the space of six months after
said subscribers shall be paid in full as aforesaid, that then and in that
case it shall be lawful for, and it is hereby made the duty of the two
houses of the legislature, at jts next session, to elect the same, in the
same marn;ier as judges of the circuit court are now authorized to be
elected; or, in case said six months expire during the recess of the legislature, the governor shall appoint the same, and the persons so appointed shall hold their offices until the close of the next session of the
legislature, and until their successors are duly elected and qualified; and
such trustees shall comply with, and be governed by, a11 laws, rules, and
regulations, and possess the same powers und perform the same duties
as if the said ttustees were elected by the holders of said certificates:
And provided further, That the trustees elected by said subscribers shall
hold their ~·aid offices for six months after said subscribers or thejr
assigns shall be paid in foll, as provided for in the tenth section of this
act, and until their successors are elected and qualified.
SEc. 12. AND WHEREAS, It is enacted by the said seventh section of
the said recited act, thot such trustees shall "hold their offices for the
term of three ~rears from the time of their said election ·and ·appointment, and until others are elected or appointed in their places :" ;AND
WHEREAS, By the twelfth section of the said act, it is declared, (amongst
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·o ther things,) that, "whenever any vacancy shall occur in the board of
trustees by death, resignation or other causes, such vacancies shall be
filled by the general assembly, or by the subscribers aforesaid, or their
assignees, to whom belonged the election of the trustee whose seat shall
become vacant, as the case may b e," but no provision is made in the
said act for the manner and form in which such vacancy shall be supplied: AND WHEREAS, By the twenty-seventh section of said act, it is
(amongst other things) declared, "that should either of the said trustees
embezzle or fraudulently convert to his own use, or secrete with intent
..so to convert to his own use, any of the funds, choses in action, securities or effects which may come to his hands or possession under or by
virtue of the trusts created by the said recited act, the trustees so offending shall be deemed to have committed the crime of grand larceny, and
upon conviction thereof shall suffer the punishment prescribed for that
offence," as in the said recited act more particularly mentioned; but no
provision is made in the said act for the discharge or removal of such
offender. Now, therefore,
Be it enacted, that in case of the death, resignation, rcfusa1 to act,
permanent absence, or bodily or mental infirmity, of any or either of
the said-trustees, whereby such trustee shall b e rendered incapable of
fulfilling the duties of the said trust, according to the true intent and
meaning of the said act; or in case any or either of the said trustee
shall embezzle, or fraudulently convert to his own use, or secrete with
that intention, any of the property which may come to his hands or
posses ion by virtue of the trust aforesaid, ,vhether such events shall
happen during the said first three years of the truc:t, or at any time
afterwards during the continuance of the said trust; then in every such
case the place of the trustee so dying, resigning, refusing to act,
b ecoming permanently absent, or incapacitated, or embezzling, or fraudulently converting to his own use, or secreting with that intention, any
of the trust property as aforesaid, shall be deemed and be taken to ha e
become and be absolutely vacated; and immediately thereupon such
vacancies shall, as to the trustees to be named by the State, be filled up
by the general assembly, if in session, or if in recess, then by the go\·ernor, a:; directed by the said twelfth section of the said act; and when
so appointed, shall hold his office until the meeting of the next general
assembly; and uch vacancy or vacancies, as to the two trustees, ?r
either of them, to be elected by the said subscribers, in the manner herem
before, and in the said recited act mentioned, shall be filled up in like
manner by the subscribers; and such ne\v trustee or trustees, wh n
n~m d _by the tate RS afore aid, or elect~d by the said ·ubscrib~r ~
afore: aid, a the case may be, shall immediately upon such el ct10n or
a_rpomtmcnt, and a~tcr taking the oath or affirmation, and givina the bond
with ,_·ecunty, a· dir ct d in the aid tenth section of the said act, tand
?J1d be po:-:-:e~ d
and inve tecl with the ·n.me powers and autho~iti 5
m all re• pt>ct.· a 1£ they or he bad be n originally elected or appumted
tru t c _or tru::-tr ' .. for_th_e purpo ·e · of the said act.
Promded, a{ ·fJ, and 1t 1:-; hereby expr s ly enacted and declared, tint
when 'ither or hot~ of the tru:tc -, to ·be lected by the :mb.~criber.
towards the comp le t1on of the uid canal and it work , as in th e lev ntl
section of thi · pre ent at mentioned, shall, at any time what ver, mi 0
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conduct himself or themselves in his or their office, or shall become
bankrupt or insolvent, or make or offer any compromise with his or
their creditors, then and in every such case it shall be lawful for a
majority of such subscribers in number and value present, personally,
or by a.gent duly authorized by proxy, at any meeting to be convened
and holden in New York for that purpose, by and on the part of such
subscribers, of which one month's previous notice shall have been
given, by or on the part of the said subscribers, in manner in the said
eleventh section of this act provided, or as near thereto as circumstances
will permit; and full power and authority is hereby given to the said
subscribers for that pupose forthwith to remove such trustee or trustees
from his or their office of trustees, and at the same meeting to elect one
or more trustee or trustees in the place and stead of such trustee or
trustees to be so removed as aforesaid, as in the eleventh section of
this act mentioned, and the resolutions to be signed by the chairman
presiding at such meeting of subscribers, shall be a sufficient warrant
and authority for the removal of such first mentioned trustee or trustees,
and the election of one or more new trustee or trustees in his or their
place or stead, for and on behalf of said subscrjbers, and such removal
or removals, and election or elections respectively, shall be deemed,
taken, and acknowledged, to be good at law and in equity, (anything
herein before, or in the said recited act, to the contrary notwithstanding.)
And it is hereby further declared, that such new trustee or trustees,
when so elected as herein before mentioned, shall immediately upon such
election, and after taking the oath or affirmation, and giving bond and
security, as directed by the said tenth section of the said recited act,
stand and be possessed of and invested with the same powers and authorities, in all cases, as if he or they had been originally elected or
appointed trustee or trustees for the purposes of the said act: Provided,
also, that no person shall hold or be eligible to the office of trustee on
the part of the State, who is notoriously bankrupt or insolvent, and in
case such State trustee shall at any time whatever become bankrupt or
insolvent, or make or offer any compromise with his creditors, or be
guilty of any gross misconduct in office, then and in that case the office
shall be deemed and taken to be absolutely vacated, and immediately
thereupon said vacancy shall be filled by the general assembly, if in
session, or otherwise by the governor, until such time as an election is
made by the general assembly, as provided in the twelfth section of
said act.
Provided, also, that the said trustees, and each and every of them,
shall be, and they are hereby expressly prohibited from taking, or
being directly or indirectly interested in, any job, work or contract, let
or to be let on said canal, or being' in anywise connected during the
time of his or their continuance in office.
And provided further; that said trustees, and each and every of them
or any other person or persons, by or on behalf of the subscrjbers to,
or holders of any stock set over on said canal, shall be, and they a.re
hereby expressly prohibited from buying or selling any canal land scrip,
or from receiving the same in payment for ru y lands, or on any account,
at any sum less than the face of such scrip and interest thereon.
And providedfurther, that no trustee named in this act shall, either
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directly or indirectly, be engaged or interested in any transportation or
boat company on said canal. And upon violating any of the above
provisions it shall work a forfeiture of his office, and render him for
ever incapable of holding the office of trustee.
SEc. 13. That in order to the greater security of the State, and also
of the subscribers, and with a view to induce greater confidence in the
latter: Be it enacted, that all sums of money which shall be received
by the trustees, or any of them, or which shall come to their hands or
possession during the continuance, and in virtue of the said trust, shall,
(after retaining so much thereof only as shall be required for the payment of workmen and laborers, and other current and necessary expenses of the said trust,) be forthvvith deposited by them in some safe
bank or banks in the city of New York aforesaid, to be there placed to
an account to be entitled "the nccount of the board of trustees of the
Wabash and Erie canal;" and all drafts and orders for the payment of
any sums of money, to be drawn by the said trustees on the said bank
or banks, shall be signed by a majority of the said trustees. .
.
SEc. 14. AND WHEREAS, by the fourth section of the said recited
act, it is enacted " that the stock created pursuant to the said act ~s to
be transferable only in the city of New York, in books to be prov1~ed
for that purpose by the ·state," in manner in the said fourth sec~10_n
more particularly mentioned ; and by the fifth section of said act it 1'
enacted "that the interest on the stock thereby created shall be payab~e
half rearly, at the city of New York," on the days and times . therem
ment10ned : AND WHEREAS it is ascertained that a very considerable
portion of the bonds of the said State are held by foreigners, otherwise
unconnected with the United States, domiciled in other countries, and
subject to other laws : AND WHEREAS doubts have been suggested on
the rart_ of some such last mentioned persons, in respect of the matt~r
h~r~mafter mentioned or referred to, which doubts may operate pr~J~dicial~y to the o_perations contemplated by the said recited act, and it 1
therefore expedient that the same be removed: Now to demonstrate the
good faith of the State of Indiana, and for the removal of all such doubts
as afor said, and with a view to create general confidence in the
ar~angement made in the said recited act by the State for the liquidati~n
of its debt: Be it enacted, that the tolls, revenues and profits of the said
ca_nal, and it. appurtenances, present and future, and the money . to
anse and be collPcted by and from the sales of the lands and prem1 e"'
contiguou · thereto, and in the said act more particularly mentioned and
de cn?ed, and the personal taxes to be levied towards the payment of
the said d ·ht, a: in th said act also mentioned, and the receipt and
applicatio1~ th~reof for that purpose, as in the same act also provided
h~l : mam and h inviolate and in foll force ; and the payment of the
prm ·1pal mone Ts ancl intcrc t on the certificat s and stock intended to
be ·reat d pur.·uant to the . aid act and thi act and ill the certificate~
an~ vid ·nee~ of. th title th reof r sp ctively,' ·hall be and continue
efl ctual a~d mv1<~late by the means afore aid, until the object"' and
purpo~ · of th .:aHl act a_n_d ti~: rresent act shnll be folly accom:rli "heel.
Be zt Jurtlter ,,zacted! thut 1£ for 1gncr b holder of any such ceruficate~
or tock, or oth r~n. C' heneficiall ntitled thereto, the am shall pas~
to hi r pr " ntat1v ·. on hi d c a , of , hatever nation he may b •
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in the order of succession established by the laws of the country of
which such foreigner was a su~ject at the time of his decease, and
shall not be liable to the payment of any fees or charges on the part of
any of the authorities of s·aid State, by reason of such decease, or by
reason of the transfer, descent, or distribution of any such stock or
certificates thereby occasioned. And for the reasons and with the view
to induce such confidence as aforesaid : Be it further enacted, that all
stock to be created, and all certificates and other instruments of title
to be issued in pursuance of the said act, and ·all princjpal moneys and
interest thereby respectively secured, shall not be molested or impaired,
arrested or attached by the State of Indiana.
·
SEc. 15. AND WHEREAS, by the eighth section of the said act, It IS
declared that " if the State at any time thereafter becomes the holder
of any of the said stock, she may, at her election, deem it to be
extinguished, or she may regard it as still outstanding, and be entitled
to receive and draw upon it whatever of interest the tolls and revenues
of the said canal may pay upon it : AND WHEREAS, ru1y re-issue of such
stock, or of the certificates to be issued in pursuance of the said recited
act or this act, wjll prejudicially affect the value of the residue thereof
which shall be outstanding jn the hands of tqe public, and also deter
holders from becoming subscribers to the said intended advance, on or
before the first day of May, 1847, as is provided in the second section
of this act : Be it enacted, that whenever the State shall become the
holder of any of the said bonds, certificates, or special stock, such
bonds, certificates, or special stock, shall not be re-issued on any
account whatever ; and the particulars in writing of all such last mentioned stock, and the numbers, dates and amounts of all such last
mentioned bonds, certificates, or special stock, shall from time to time
be rendered by some competent officer of the said State to the trustees,
for the guidance and information of the latter : Provided, nevertheless,
that in other respects the same shall stand upon the same footing as if
held by individuals; and the said State shall be entitled to receive and
draw upon such of the said bonds, or certificates, or special stock, as
shall be chargeable on the tolls and revenues of the sajd canal, whatever the tolls and revenues of the said canal may pay upon it or them
from time to time, by way of interest or otherwise, as in the said eighth
section of the said act is mentioned.
SEc. 16. AND WHEREAS, by the ninth section of the said act, it is
(amongst other things) enacted, that " before the deed of trust therein
provided to be giYen shall be delivered to the said trustees, the said
subscribers to the said advance shall pay over to the said trustees a
certain percentage on the amount of their said subscription, and thereafter
from time to time, as further sums shall be needed for the prosecution
of the said canal, they shall, on the requisition of the said trustees, pay
over to them such sum or sums as they may call for, not exceeding,
however, at q,ny one time, five per cent. on the entire subscription; and
if the said subscribers, for the space of ninety days after any such call
by the said trustees, shall fail to pay the sum or sums so required,
th~y _shall forfeit all the sums previously advanced, and also all the
pnonty and preference which by the said act is given them." AND
WHEREAS, justice requires that all subscribers to the said advance shall
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have reasonable notice ·of such calls in the said act mentioned, especially those who are not resident within the United States, previously
to incurring the forfeitures in the said act also mentioned: AND WHEREAS,
doubts may arise as to the legal effects of such forfeitures, and it i
expedient to remove the same :
Now, therefore, be it enacted, that whenever any call or calls shall be
made by the said trustees, in pursuance of the said act, the said trustees
shall cause notice thereof to be thrice inserted in the London Gazette
and" Times" newspaper, and in two of the principal New York daily
journals, stating the amounts of such call, and the time and place to be
appointed for payment thereof; and it is hereby declared, that the said
ninety days, at the expiration of which such forfeiture is to be incurred
in default of payment as in the said act mentioned, shall commence
and be computed from the date of the London Gazette in which the
third of such advertisements shall be inserted, and not before, anything
in the said act to the contrary notwithstanding. And in order to remove the doubts herein before mentioned as to the effect of such calls,
and any forfeiture to accrue in respect thereof, as aforesaid: Be it enacted, that in case of each such call so to be made and advertised as aforesaid, time shall be deemed to be of the essence of the contract, and
the defaulting party shall forfeit all sums previously advanced by him,
as in the said act mentioned, and also all the priority and preference
therein also mentioned; and all contract, claim, right, or demand, (if any,)
in respect of the subscription in the said ninth section, of the said act mentioned, shall, as between the said State of Indiana and such defaulting
party, and as between the said trustees for the time being, and the said
party, thereupon cease, be at an end, and absolutely determined.
SEc. 17. AND WHEREAS, by the sixth section of the said recited act,
it is (amongst other things) required that such sums of money shall be
subscribed as shall "insure the completion of the said canal to Evansville, and all necessary side cuts, feeders, feeder-dams, reservoirs, and
all side cuts which may be hereafter particularly mentioned, within
four years from the taking effect of this act:'' AND WHEREAS, by the
said ninth section of the said recited act, it is (amongst other things)
enacted, that " if by reason of the failure of the said subscribers to
make said advances therein before mentioned, the said trustees shall
not be able to effect the completion of the said canal within the period
therein before mentioned, then and in that case the lands and property
thereby granted to the said .trustees, shall revert back to, and become
th~ property of the tate ;" AND WHEREAS, it may happen that the
sa~d !rustecs shall not be able to effect the completion of the said canal
~thm the period so limited as aforesaid, without any default of the
said ub ctihcrs, but by r ason of natural or local causes or calamitie ,
beyond the ontrol of the aid trustees, or the mi feasance, absence, or
inca:ea ity of any oflic r to be appointed by the tate, it is expedient
that JUSt and r a onabl allowance should be made for Othe same as
hereinaft r n xt mention d:
Now, therefore, be it enacted, that in case the completion of the said
canal, or anr of the work belonging thereto, or connected therewith,
shall at any tune be obstructed, retarded, injured, damaged or destroyed, by storm, tempest, hurricane, inundation, fire, civil or military com-
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motion, foreign invasion, or any other unavoidable accidenti or by the
misfeasance, illness, incapacity, absence, voluntary or involuntary negligence, or other acts of omission or commission, on the part of any officer to be named and appointed by the State, in pursuance of the said
act, then and in every such case all just and clue allowance shall be,
made for the same, and the time during which such works shall be suspended, or which shall be necessarily occupied in the restoration or repair thereof from the causes aforesaid, or any of them, shall be omitted out of the computation of the said period of four years limited by
the said act for the completion of the said canal, any thing in the said
act to the contrary notwithstanding.
AND WHEREAS, by the act of Congress, of the third of March, 1845,.
donating to the State the lands in the Vincennes land office district, in
the said original~ act mentioned, it is provided, that unless said canal
shall be completed to the Ohio river within fifteen years from the passage of said act, said State sh0uld become liable to the United States
for the amount for which the same may have been sold: AND WHEREAS, it is desirable .that said canal should be completed to Evansville
aforesaid at an early day, thereby adding largely to the revenues thereof, increasing the value of the taxable property of the State, and affording increased facilities for trade and cmnmerce therein : Therefore,
Be it enacted, that if said trustees shall, from any cause whatever, except as herein provided, fail to complete said canal in the manner and
within the time herein specified, that then and in that case the said subscribers shall not any longer be entitled to receive any priority or preference which by the said original or this supplemental act is given, or
intended to be given to them, but from thenceforth the tolls and revenues of said canal shall be divided pro rata among all owners or legal
holders of certificates issued by virtue of this act, as though no priority or prefotence had ever been given. .
:
And be it further enacted, that in case the said trustees shall not have
fully completed the said canal to Evansville within the period of ten
years from the passage of this act, with the exceptions as to casualties,
&c., mentioned in this section, then and in that case the lands and property hereby, and in the said recited act, provided to be•granted, shall
r_evert back to, and become the property of the State, free from all
liens from any such certificates : Provided, that all deeds of conveyance
and contracts for the sale of any of said lands, made in good faith prior to such reversion, shall be valid a.n d effectual as though no such reversion had occurred.
"
SEC, -18. AND WHEREAS, by the tenth section of the said recited act,
it is (among other things) enacted, that the said trustees " shall keep a
record of all their doings and proceedings, whieh shall at all times be
open to the inspection of the public authorities of the said State;" AND
WHEREAS, it is enacted by the same section, "that the said trustees
shall keep a full, just and true account of all moneys by them received
for or by reason of their said trust, and of their disbursements of the
same, and shall annually report to the legislature the general condition
of the said canal and canal lands, and exhibit a foll account of their
receipts and clisb1irsements," as in the said recited act is more particularly mentioned : AND WHEREAS, it is desirable that a more particular_
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supervision should be kept by the State over the receipts and disbursements of the said trustees, especially on account of tolls and payments
of principal or interest on canal lands than is contemplated in the said
tenth section of said recited act, by a general statement annually to the
legislature : Therefore,
Be it enacted, First. That each toll collector, in addition to any
reports he may make to the trustees, shall report to the auditor of
State an abstract of his books once in three months, or oftener if said
auditor may require, as is provided in section three hundred and two,
chapter thirteen, of Revised Code of 1843 :
Second. That said trustees shall report to said auditor semi-annually,
viz: up to the first days of April and October, annually, a minute and
detailed statement of their receipts and expenditures, arranged under
appropriate beads, accompanied in all cases, when practicable, by the
proper vouchers ; and said auditor shall carefully examine said account~
and make settlement thereof, and enter the same in the proper book'
of his office, as is provided in section twenty-four, chapter thirteen, o
Revised Code of 1843 :
Third. Said trustees shall accompany said reports with an abstrac•
of all sales of canal lands ; also an abstract of all payments of intere·t
and penalties ; also an abstract of partial payments of principal on lands
previously sold ; also an abstract of all final payments on canal lands,
noting the names of the several assignees, (if any,) the date of suet
final payment, and date of patent issued thereon, and to whom patented;
all of which, if found correct, the auditor shall record in the proper
books of his office, in the same manner that sales and payments for
canal lands have heretofore been kept in his office; and for the additional
clerk hire hereby rendered necessary, the trustees shall cause to be
paid, on the proper voucher of the clerk per-forming the labor, an
a:11~unt not exceeding four hundred dollars per annum, payable as
.s urular services are paid when rendered for said trustees ; and the
auditor of tate shall annually report the condition of said canal fund
a1:d canal land to the legislature ; and it shall be the duty of the co_mm1ttee of ways and means to examine a11d report specially in relab.o
;to said fund.
AND WHEREAS, it is just and right that the said subscribers should
also be k pt advised of the doings and proceedings of the said trustee~\
and of the general condition of the said canal and canal lands, and 01
the sales of such lands, and the general receipts and di sbursement oi
the said trustees :
Be it enacted, That the records so to be kept by them, the aid
tru tc s, a. in the aid tenth . ection of the said act mentioned, shall be
op n t in p ction al. o, at all convenient times, of the subscriber and
bondh ld r , and th ir agent duly authorized ; and that in addition
the annual r port by the aid tenth section of the said act directed
be ma by ~h ·aid trust , to th legislatur , th said tru tee hall
at. th nd of a h and every half year during the continuance of. th
aid tru t, pr par and tran. ·mit to the subscriber for the time bemg.
by circular 1 tt r, or oth rwi -· , (so far as th ir r spective name an
places of abode can b ru·c0rtained from the transfer book~ to
provided by the tat , and k pt in the city of New York, as afar ~aid.}
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a full, just and true account of all moneys received by them, for or by
reason of their said trust, and of their disbursements of the same moneys,
together with the balances on hand and places where deposited, and of
all sales of canal lands, and tolls and revenues received, and of all
other their recepts and disbursements during the ~alf year then last
past, with all such forther and other particulars relative to the said
trust and the operations thereof, and to the said canal and canal
lands, as shall enable the subscribers and bondholders for the time
being to understand the state and prospects of the said undertaking.
SEc. 19. AND WHEREAS, in further pursuance of the power reserved
by the said twentieth section of the said recited act, and in order to
enable the said trustees to carry into more foll effect the fair and obvious
meaning of the said act, and the additions and modifications thereto
introduced by this present act:
Be it enacted, That the several additional amendments contained
in this act, and hereinafter next mentioned, shall be accepted and
adopted as part of the said recited act, and shall have the like full force
and effect, in all respects, as if the same had been originally enacted
by the said recited act, and had formed part thereof; that is to say :
Amendment A.-That in the ninth section of the said recited act, between the word " execution" and the words " of the· deed," there be
intrQ<luced the words "and deliverv," so that the said section, as
amended, shall stand, "execution ari'd delivery;" and that the penalty
required in the bond of the trustees, by the tenth section of the act to
which this is supplementary, be, and the same is hereby, increased to
the sum of one hundred thousand dollars.
Amendment B.-That in the twelfth section of the said recited act, after the words " and shall assume the payment of," and before the
word "interest," there shall be introduced the words "principal and,"
so that the said section, as amended, may stand thus: "and shall assume the payment of principal and interest."
Amendment C.-That at the end of the fifteenth section of the said recited act, and after the words " altered or amended by the said board,"
there be introduced the words' "provided, that such rules or regulations, or any of them, be not at variance with, or repugnant to the
manner and form of election reserved to the subscribers by the eleventh
section of an act, entitled, ' an act supplementary to an act to provide
for the funded debt of Indiana, and for the completion of the Wabash
and Erie canal to Evansville,' " meaning and thereby intending this
present act.
Amendment D.-That at the end of the eighteenth section of the said
act, and after the words "the tariff of tolls on similar works," there be
introduced the words " provided, that no such tolls be at any time reduced in amount by the State below the average tolls, from time to
time paid or payable by the public on any other similar works in the
States of Ohio, Illinois and Pennsylvania."
Amendment E.-That in the twenty-second section of the said recited
act, after the words " and shall be subject to be removed by the governor du~ing the _vacation of the legislature, or by the general assembly
whe~ m ses~10n,"_ and before t~e words "the said engineer, before
entermg on his duties," t4ere be mtroduced the words "or in case of
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the absence of the governor, or in case of urgent necessity, and to prevent immediate damage to the said canal or works, then by the trustee:
for the time being, or by a majority of them."
Amendment F.-That at the end of the twenty-fourth section of the
said recited act, and after the ·words "and applied accordingly," there
be introduced the words " and the trustees for the time being may
prosecute and sue accordingly; and no plea or other technical objection,
in bar or abatement, shall be taken or judicially allowed, so as to defeat such prosecution or action, or other proceeding, on the ground of
any misnomer, misdescription of the premises or parties, or want of
interest in the prosecutor or plaintiff~ as the case may be."
Amendment G.-That at the end of the twenty-seventh section of the
said recited act, and after the words "of the Revised Statutes of 1843,"
there shall be introduced the following words : "And such offender
shall immediately, on reasonable evidence taken on oath, of such offence
having been committed, and after due notice of the time and place of
taking such proof, and a fair opportunity to rebut the same, and a judament of guilty by the officer or court before whom such examination
shall be had, and without waiting for any other legal or more formal
conviction, be, and be deemed and taken to be, absolutely dismissed
and displaced from whatever situation he may then hold, and his situation declared vacant, without any par6cula,r form or ceremony whatever, and another and competent person shall be elected in his place
and stead, in the same manner in which such offender was originally
elected, or as near thereto as circumstances will permit, and by the
party or parties by whom he was so originally elected, whether by the
governor, the general assembly, the trustees, or the subscribers."
Amendment H.-That in the thirty-second section of said act, after
the words "in the same manner as if this section were not adopted,"
and before the words "and provided further," there be introduced the
words, "notifying in writing to the trustees for the subscribers, for their
guidance and information, the numbers, dates and amounts of the certificates so redeemed, in the same manner as in the fifteenth section o
the said amended act (meaning this pre:,ent act) is provided."
.
Amendment J.-That the thirty-fifth section of said act be, and is
hereby, amended in so far, that the State shall fix the salary of the
trustee to be named by the State, and the subscribers, or the majority
in number and value, (whose consent shall be ascertained in the manner mentioned in the eleventh section of this act,) shall fix the salarie:
of the two trustees representing the subscribers, subject to tpe approval of the legislature of this State: Provided, however, The said leg1 lature shall never reduce such salary for the resident trustees, on the pan
of the ubscribers, below twelve hundred dollars, or of the non-re iden
trustee , below fifteen hundred dollars.
Amendment K.-That instead of section four in the aid act, the followjng ection be adopted in lieu thereof:
SE_c. 4. T? stock created pursuant to this act shall be transferabl
only rn the city of ew York, on books to be provided for that purpo~e
by the State, by the holder or holders thereof. or his, her or their
a.'3signee, or duly con tituted attorney, in pursu;nce of such rule as
may be adopted by the agent of State, or may be prescribed by law:
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but no transfer shall at any time be permitted, except on the surrender
and cancelment of the outstanding certificate: Provided, however, That
possession of a certificate of stock, with an endorsement thereof on the
back, to the possessor, purporting to be by the holder under his hand,
attested by two witnesses, shall be deemed a sufficient power of
attorney, in all cases, to authorize and warrant the agent of State to
transfer on the books, in the name of such holder, such stock to such
possessor; and the agent of State shall at all times · be deemed the
agent of the parties for making the transfers, under such circumstances,
and no rule of transfers shall be adopted by the agent of State, or
prescribed by law, incompatible herewith: Provided further, hou·e'Ver,
That the State shall in no case be held responsible for the genuineness
of such endorsement or attestation; but the fact that an endorsement is
made on such certificate, attested as aforesaid, accompanied with actual
possession of such certificate, shall be sufficient evidence of right, and
shall be a sufficient warrant to said agent of State, for and in the name
of the holder of such stock, to transfer the same to the possessor of such
certificate, on the surrender and cancelation of the same.
Amendment L.-That the twenty-fifth section of said act be amended,
by adding, after the words "final payment," the words "of any instalment of purchase money," so as to extend the time of payment of such
instalment for the term of five years.
Amendment M.-That in the thirtieth section of the said act, after the
words "State," and before the words "for the transaction," there shall
be introduced the words "and also an office;" and safrl thirtieth section
is hereby further amended, so that said trustees shall establish two or
more land offices at convenient points in this State.
Amendment N.-At the end of the thirty-foutth section of the said act,
add the following : "And the said trustees shall further be required to
construct and keep in repair such lock or locks, at the dam erected
across the west fork of White river, as may be necessary to the unobstruction artd safe navigation of said river; and keep in like good repair the steamboat lock at feeder dam number four, on the Wabash
river ; and should the trustees of said canal require an increased supply
of water, said trustees, should they deem it necessary, may construct
a navigable feeder from St. Mary's river : Pro1,ided, they first pay all
damages accruing from the construction of said feeder."
Amendment O.-In the eighUJ section of the original act, after the
word " extensions," and before the word "finjshed," add the words
"by whatever qther name the same may be now designated."
Amendment P.-" Any actual settler and occupant of any of the
lands hereby, or by the said original act, authorized to be conveyed,
shall have the right and privilege, by paying for the same in hand,
to purchase such tract of land at one dollar and twenty-five cents per
acre."
SEc, 20. That in order to facilitate the surrender and exchange of
bonds for certificates, as regards bondholders resident in Great Britain
or on the continent of Europe, and to avoid the risk of transmission
across the ocean, it is hereby enacted, that the agent of State shall
have power, and he is hereby authorized to appoint some suitable person or persons in London, to receive from subscribers and other bond-
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holders, such bonds as they may respectively desire to exchange for
certificates, under the provisions of the said recited act and of this act·
and such person or persons, when so appointed, shall be authorized to
receive all such bonds as may be tendered to him or them in London
for surrender or exchange as aforesaid, and shall forthwith deposit thr.
same in the Bank of England for interim custody, and shall thereupon
transmit, for account of the holders of the said bonds, on such deposit
being made as aforesaid, a certificate in writing to that effect to th
agent of State aforesaid, who shall immediately, on the receipt thereof~
transmit-to such person or persons so by him appointed as aforesaid in
London, for the use of such party or parties by whom such bond
shall have been deposited, certificates, according to the form and effect
prescribed by the said act and this act, in exchange for such bonds o
surrendered and deposited as aforesaid; and such last mentioned bond~
shall thereupon be canceled in the presence of a notary public, and
shall be forwarded, when so canceled, to the agent of State; and such
bonds shall thereupon be utterly void arid of no effect: Provided, nevertheless, that all parties availing themselves of the privilege of makincr
such deposit in London, as herein before n1.entioned, and who hall
desire to become subscribers on the terms herein mentioned, shall, at
the time of making such deposit aforesaid, pay into the hands of uch
person or persons so appointed by the said agent of State aforesaid, in
London, five per centum on the amount of such bonds so by them urrendercd respectively, in part of their subscriptions towards the completion of the said canal; which moneys, when so paid, shall be fo1thwith remitted, at the expense and risk of such subscribers, by the aid
person or persons in London, to the said trustees in New York, or their
bankers, and be there placed to the credit of the said trust account:
And provided further, that the expense of such agency shall not exceed_
the sum of five hundred dollars, to be paid by the said trustees out of
the said canal fund.
SEc. 21. AND WHEREAS, by the sixth and ninth sections of the aid
recited act it i enacted, that if by reason of the failure of the aid
subscribefo to make the advances therein mentioned, the said trustee~
shall not be able to effect the completion of the said canal within the
period thereinbefore mentioned, namely, the period of four years from
the taking :ffect of th said act, and doubts may arise a . . to the coustruction of the said sixth and ninth sections of the said act, bv rea on
of the modifications and alterations as to the said intended a'dvance5 ·
contained in thi5 act : A ' D WHEREAS, it may happen, from unfore en_
event , that not,vithstanding the bona fide payment and expenditure ot
the ·aid sum of eight hundred thousand dollars, according to the pr<>vi ion of thi. present act, the said canal and its works and extension.may_ not b complet_ d ,vithin the said term of four year . . , and j~ tic ~
r qmr .· that th :--md subscribers ~hall have r ·asonable opporturnty t1
ompl t tb<' ,i-lm :
. Be it enacted, Tha~ if at th, xpiration of four yem::;, to be comput d
from th <lat at wh1 ·h th aid deed of trust shall be xecuted and
d Ii ver cl h · th aid overnor to the said trustees, as in this act mwtioned, th . aid . um of eight hundred thou and dollur. o to be .::uh. c1~bed a. her in m 11tioned, shall have been Pxpended by the , i
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trustees in and towards the completion of the said canal and its works
and extensions, but the said canal shall not, from any cause whatever,
have been completed, then and in such case it shall be lawful for a
majority of the subscribers for the time being in number and value,
personally present, or by agent d1~ly authorized by proxy, at any II:ee_ting to be convened and holden 111 New York for that purpose, w1thm
the last three months of the last year of the said term of four years, to
be computed as aforesaid, by and on the part of such subscribers, of
which one month's previous notice shall have been given by_ or on t~e
part of the said subscribers in manner in the eleventh sect10n of this
act provided, or as near thereto as circumstances ,vill permit ; and full
power and authority is hereby given to the said subscribers, for that
purpose, to raise and levy a further sum, not exceeding fiv~ hundred
thousand dollars, (over and above the said sum of eight hundred thousand dollars to be originally subscribed as herein mentioned,) to be payable at such times, and by such instalments, as shall be agreed on at
such last mentioned meeting ; and the resolutions to be signed by the
chairman presiding at such meeting of subscribers shall be binding and
cunclusive on all the subscribers for the time being, whether present or
not.
And it is hereby further enacted, That a copy of such resolutions,
signed by the chairm~n, being transmitted to the said governor of Indiana for the time being, and on a subscription to the amount of five per
centum on the said sum of five hundred thousand dollars, or so much
as shall be agreed on at such meeting to be subscribed as aforesaid,
being paid to the said trustees, the said term of four years, in the said
recited act mentioned for the completion of the said canal, shall be,
and the same is hereby declared to be, extended to and for the further
period of two years, to be computed from the expiration of said. term
of four years herein before mentioned, making in all the term of full six
years from the taking effect of the said act : and the trustees for the
time being, acting in the execution of the said trust, are required, and
it is hereby made imperative on them to issue such and so many new
certificates or debentures as shall cover the said sum of five hundred
thou~and dollars, or so much thereof as it shall be agreed at said meeting to be held as aforesaid to raise, for the purpose of completing the
said canal and its works and extensions, such new certificates or debentures to be made payable to bearer, and to be signed and verified
by the agent of the State of Indiana, in the manner mentioned in the
second section of the said recited act, or as near thereto as circumstances will permit, and at any rate of interest nQt exceeding six per
centum per annum on the principal sums to be raised as aforesaid; and
it is hereby declared, that such last mentioned sums, and the certificates or debentures representing the same, shall be chargeable only on
such of the canal lands :ts are included in the grant made by the
general government, by the act entitled " An act to grant certain lands
to the State of Indiana, the better to enable said State to extend and
complete the Wabash and Erie canal from Terre Haute to the Ohio
river," approved March, 1845, and in the said recited act more particularly mentioned, or on such parts of the said lands as shall then be
unsold and undisposed of, and on the proceeds thereof, when sold,
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from time to time respectively: and the trustees are hereby expressly authorized and required to pay to the holders or proprietor
of such new certificates or debentures, such amount of interest thereon,
at such rates, (not exceeding the rates aforesaid,) and at such times as
the same shall purport to bear and be payable, as also the principal
moneys secured thereby, at such time or times as the same shall, by
the said new certificates, be made payable, but not by way of priority
or precedence over the payment of any interest or principal moneys,
with the payment of which the said lands, or any part of them, or the
proceeds thereof~ when sold, shall have been respectively charged to
and in favor of any other persons whosoever, upon or in respect of
any other certificates, issued or to be issued, or stock created or to be
created by the said recited act and this act, or either of them respectively.
SEc. 22. The debt which it is the object of the trust created by the
said recited act, (as amended by this act,) to liquidate, as in the said
act is mentioned, having been contracted under the authority of the
State of Indiana, and for the service of the people of that State, and
it being. desirable, as well for the credit of the State, as also in order
to establish confidence in the public in general, and the subscribers in
particular, to secure the utmost punctuality in the fulfilm ent of the
objects of the said trust, it is hereby declared, that the tolls and revenue·
of the said canal, present and future, and the lands and lots so conveyed,
or intended to be conveyed, as herein before mentioned, and the proceeds
thereof~ when sold, shall be, and the same are hereby specially pledged, to
form a distinct and particular fund for the redemption of the stock and certificates to be issued, in pursuance of the said recited act and of this act;
and the said State shall not direct or permit any appropriation to be
made-of such tolls and revenues, lands and proceeds, or any of them
for the general purposes of the State, or otherwise howsoever, other
than and except for the purposes of the said trust, as directed by the
said act, (as amended by this act,) until the said stock and certificates,
and all interest thereon, shall have been fully paid and satisfied out of
the tolls and revenues of the said canal, or the State shall have redeemed said stock and certificates by the payment of the principal
thereof; the right of doing which, after twenty years from the nineteenth day of January, 1846, is hereby reserved by the State, as provided in the act to which this is an amendment.
SEc. 23. The lands selected for the completion of the Wabash and
Erie canal west of Tippecanoe, and also the lands selected for the
completion of the canal east of Tippecanoe, which were classified be~ore th_ same were offi red for sale, shall be reapf~fu.sed in manner
following_: Th tru tee elected or appointed by this act shall elect
and appomt one di. ~r t citizen of this State, and the governor hall
also l ct and ~ppomt on of like qualifications, and the two thu~
lected and ap p _mtrcl hall choo e one other person of like quali-ficauon.s.
who hall con ~tut a board of appraisers, who, or a majority of whom
shall be authonz d _to r apprai e said lands, which apprni er hall
so selected or app !nt d on or before the first day of August next· and
before such apprm r: hall nter upon the discharge of thejr duti ~they shall each tak and subscrib an oath or affirmation faithfully and
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impartially to discharge their duties as such appraisers; and it shall be
the duty of the# auditor of public accounts to make out and ~ave ready
for delivery to said appraisers a list of said lands by the s3;1cl first clay
of August.
SEc. 24. It shall be the duty of said appraisers to examine all the
said lands which shall be unsold, as well as the said lands which have
been sold, and which may remain unpaid for, and appraise the same at
their true cash value, without regard to any improvements, and report
thereof in writing to the auditor of public accounts, and also to the said
trustees, on or before the first day of December next. Said unsold
lands shall be subject to entry and sale at a price not exceeding such
reappraised value, in the same manner, and subject to the same conditions, as now provided by law, as modified by this act and the act
to which this is supplemental; and it shall be lawful for the legal holders
of any certificate or certificates for any of said lands which may have
been sold at the time of such reappraisement and not vvholly paid for,
to pay to the proper officer and officers, by instalments, as novv required by law, the difference between what has been paid therefor and
such reappraised value; and upon the payment thereof such holder
shall be entitled to demand and receive a deed, as though the full amount
specified in said certificate had been fully paid.
SEc. 25. Should any vacancy occur in said board of appraisers by
reason of death, resignation or otherwise, it shall be the duty of the
person or persons in whom is vested, by said section twenty-three, the
appointment of the said appraisers, immediately upon notice thereof, to
fill the same, and in the same manner as is in this act provided for the
appointment of the original board; and said appraisers, so appointed,
shall qualify and act in like manner with, and possess the same pO\vers
with, the original appraisers.
SEc. 26. Such appraisers shall be entitled to receive, as a compensation for their services, the sum of three dollars per day for each and
every day they may be employed as such; to be paid by such trustees,
out of the proceeds of said canal, its lands or revenues.
SEc. 27. It shall be lawful for said trustees to permit the legal h@lder or owner of any certificate or certificates, or of contracts for the
sale of any of said lands heretofore issued, to surrender the same, and
divide the tract or tracts of land, specified in such certificate, and receive a deed for such part thereof as may be agreed upon between said
trustees and such holder or owner of such certificate: Provided, That
such holder or owner shall first prove, by the oath or affirmation of two
reputable citizens of his neighborhood, that he is unable to pay the
amount unpaid for such tract or tracts, and that the interest of said
t~u~t~es and State of Indiana will be prejudiced by such surrender and
div1s10n.
SEc. 28. This act shall be a public act, and shall be liberally construed in ~11 c urts of justice, and t~e State shall and will supply, by
future leg1slat10n, all such defects (1f any) found to exist, as shall enable the trustees aforesaid to carry into full effect the fair and obvious
intent o~ this act_; and the gov~rn?r is hereby required to give all necessary mformat1on to the parties mterested, and to do any act or thing
4
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which may be necessary to carry this act into effect, or to facilitate any
proceedings contemplated by this act.
SEC, 29. And be it further enacted, That the said trustees shall, and
it is hereby made their duty to, construct and complete all the feeders,
feeder dams, side cuts and reservoirs contemplated in this act to which
this is a supplement, contemporaneously with the construction and completion of the main canal : Provided, however, That where said canal
has already been so constructed beyond any point where such feeders
or side cuts are located and intended to be constructed, as specified in
the act to which this is a supplement, it shall be the duty of said trustees to construct and complete all such feeders and side cuts within
eighteen months from and after the acceptance of this act, by our bondholders : And be it further provided, That said side cuts shall be constructed of the same capacity with the main canal.
SEc. 30. And be it further enacted, That the said trustees shall erect,
construct, and keep in good repair, suitable bridges over all State or
county roads crossing, or that may hereafter cross, said Wabash and
Erie canal.
ROBERT N. CARNAN,
Speaker ef the House ef Representatives.
PARIS C. DUNNING,
President ef the Senate.
Approved, January 27, 1847.
JAMES WHITCOMB.

